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Roy Wilkins To
Speak Sunday

15c

Area Cafe Bars Negroes
Fine Would-Be Patron $25

The Memphis branch of the 1955, Mr. Wilkins was the unNAACP, along with other NA- animous choice of the Board of
ACP branches across the coun- Directors to succeed him to the
will observe Freedom Sun. office.
on Sunday, May 16, to Before joining the NAACP
mark the eleventh anniversary staff, Mr. Wilkins was a newsof the 1954 Supreme Court De- paperman and served on the
cision outlawing segregation in Kansas City Call, a weekly
public schools.
newspaper. He is a graduate
Speaking here at Metropoli- of the University of Minnesota.
tan Baptist church in a pro- Music for the meeting will be
gram starting at 3 p.m. will be sung by the combined choirs
Roy Wilkins, executive direc- of Greater Middle and Columtor of the NAACP. The church bus Baptist churches under the
is located at the corner of direction of George McGowan
Walker and McDowell.
and Leonard Mitchell
Earlier on Sunday, Mr. WilWORKERS TO REPORT
kins will appear on WHBQ-TV's During the meeting, an anPress Conference at 12:30.
nouncement will be made about
Mr. Wilkins joined the staff the NAACP's direct action aof the NAACP in 1931 as assist- gainst the Goldsmith's Departant executive secretary and ment store because of dissatiswhile serving in that capacity faction with its discriminatory
was editor of "The Crisis," hiring practices.
the
organization's
monthly An inventory of present NAmagazine. He served in that ACP memberships will be
office from 1934 to 1949.
made, and the Spring MemberFORMER NEWSMAN
ship Campaign will end if the
Muring a leave of absence by goal is reached.
/gIF late Walter White, he serv- Workers are supposed to make
ed as acting secretary from reports at a meeting in Mount
June 1, 1949 until May 31, 1950, Olive CME Cathedral on Thursand then was named admini- day night, May 13, at 8 p.m.
strator.
The public is invited to hear
After Walter White died in Mr. Wilkins.

,

BASKETBALL STAR SIGNING—Placing
his name on the dotted line for a scholarship to Tennessee Polytechnical Institute
while two coaches look on is Bobby Smith,
basketball star at Melrose High School,
ho received scholarship offers from more

Attempting to put the Civil would have to take his com- land that when he
returned to
Rights law to the test cost one plaint to Federal Court.
ithe eating place, officers came
Memphian $25 last week when Mr. David said he had al- land immediately went
into
owners of the establishment ready filed a complaint with Iconference with Mr.
Patterson
where he tried to receive serv- the local FBI, and after leav- and his workers, and
without
ice had him arrested for prowl- ing Court this week he return-'hearing what he had to
say,
ing.
ed there to press his charge. placed him under arrest and
Otis David, 28, of 577 Lester Ile told the Tri-State DE-'carried him to Armour Station.
at., was fined Wednesday, May FENDER that he originally When he attempted to ex5, by City Judge Beverly went to Pat's Pizza restaurant plain his side of the matter in
Boushe when R. L. Patterson, for a meal, and that after be- )court, he said, Judge Boushe
owner of Pat's Pizza Restau- ing refused service, he decided refused to listen to further
rant, appeared in court and to see just how much action testimony and fined him for
testified that David had been one citizen could get.
prowling.
prowling at the rear of his Mr. David said that before As soon as he was released,
his
arrest,
he
had
picketed
the h returned to
place.
picket the resOn Monday of this week. Da- restaurant for six weeks, and taurant and further demonstrathat
after
he
went
around
to
WAIMat vid had Patterson hauled into
'lions will be staged there.
than 125 schools across the country. Look- court on a charge of having the side of the place on the
CORE MEMBER
night
of
May
4,
a
waitress
said,
ing on are Kinny Sidwell, basketball coach used abusive langtige, and afat TPI, and at right, William Collins, Jr., ter denying that he had done "We are going to kill you now, Asked by Atty. Hanover if he
were a member of any Civil
nigger."
basketball coach for the Golden Villdeata. so the restaurant owner, who
Rights organizations Mr. David
THREAT REPEATED
was represented by Atty. Alan
Exclusive TSD photo o .is made by Gene
At the same time, he stated, said he was a member of
Hanover. turned to Acting
Robinson.
the owner came out with a CORE, the NAACP and the
Judge Sidney Lazarov and
man who was carrying a pis- Binghampton Civic League.
said, "This is just one nigger.
tol in his holster, whom he took Sir. Hanover claimed that
and we have thousands of
to be a policeman, and repeat- i Mr. Patterson is operating a
whiles who want to get in."
ed the same threat which the restaurant on the manner of a
FEDERAL COMPLAINT waitress had tittered.
Private club, but it was estabActing Judge Lazarov told
Reading from a prepared lished that the man has a pubPatterson that he would have statement, Mr. David said he lic place which he is trying to
to abide by the law, and then ran down the street and called continue to operate on a seginformed Mr. David that he the police from a phone booth. regated basis.

Bishop Jordan To Be
Elevated ere uesday

Clergymen To Speak
For LeMoyne's Grads vanu

•

Bishop Frederick D. Jordan,!ed president of the Council of sermon by Bishop 1. H. Boopresiding bishop of the 13th Bishops of the AME church M iner of Alabama, and a special
Episcopal District of the Afri- a service to be held on Tues- charge by the outgoing presiTemp MA
%viE18c, hlairtchClay. odfenttlieBiFsitual) EpiscopalhomasDistrict.P ri m
Methodist
oi
E
npisHczy
al iloaryn night,
rch,
A 260-voice choir composed
'wood, Calif., will be inaugurat-! The service will include a
of singers from 20 churches
will render the music. A re- The Memphis chapter of tile L. li. Boyce, two of the char-ly attempting to increase its
The Rev. Harold G. S. King, Rev. Mr. Cary is a graduate
ceptien has been planned by Frontiers of America, a na- ter members of the organiza• membership to 75, and the
senior minister of Wayzata of Morehouse College, '49, and
the Ministers Wives of Mem- tional service club, is looking tion.
drive is scheduled to be cornCommunity Church in Wayza- Union Theological Seminary,
phis, of which Mrs. Thelma for new members to join the "Advancement Through Serv- pleted by the end of June.
ta, Minn., a suburb of Minnea- '52.
Hooks is president.
organization, and in town last ice" is the motto of the Fron- Aside from Mr. Hayes, the
polls, will be LeMoyne's corn- He has pastored Grace Conweek to stimulate interest in tiers, whose members are sup- other local officers are Henry
A FIRST
mencement speaker, Monday, gregational Church since 1958
president:
May 31.
I The occasion is unique for the organization were three posed to be community leaders B. White, vice
campus in the businesses and profes- James T. Chandler, secretary,
The U.S. Secret Service is training and experience. If the'the
Baccalaureate speaker SunTennessee and Kentucky frontiersmen from the
universions.
State
ASLI
Tennessee
and
agent
Dr.
of
E.
Frank
starts
Rev.
White,
at
the
be
the
tresswill
sending
lower
a
30,
salarecruiting
May
team
to
day,
district, for it is the first time
The local chapter is current- iirer.
Njek Sterling Cary, pastor of
Negro colleges in the South ry he goes to $6,050 at the end that a presiding bishop from sity in Nashville.
of six months.
1111ce Congregational Church
the area has been promoted to I The trio included Dr. Hubert
during the month of May seekAfter a year the salary then the honor.
Crouch, first vice president of
in New York City.
ing male candidates for career
increases to $7,220 and to Among the guests will be the Frontiers International; J.
Both events will get underpositions as special agents.
$8.650 in the following 12 to 24 Bishop Harrison J. Bryant, pre- F. McClellan, Southern District
way at 5:30 p.m. on campus in
The main duties of the Secret months. Promotions to
front of Brownlee Hall.
positions siding bishop of the 18th Epis- deputy, and V. W. Harper, state
Service include suppressing above this
level are made as copal District, which includes deputy of the organization.
The two speakers represent
he
alteration of U.S. Currency vacancies occur,
churches that are affiliated
and these pay South and West Africa, and Serving as master of cereand other Government obliga- from $10,250 to $21,445.
with United Church of Christ
who will deliver the sermon at monies for the gathering was
tions and forging of U. S. Gov- Persons
VISITED GREECE
interested in applyr Avery Chapel AME church on Taylor C. D. Hayes, president.
ernment checks and bonds, and log for such
Rev. Mr King has pastored
employment are Sunday, May 16.
The meeting was held in the
protection of the President and Invited to attend.
Wayzata Community Church!
Information Bishop E. C. Hatcher will de- Frontiers Room of the Lorraine JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — taurant a group of
white youths
Vice President, as well as oth- as to the
time and place of liver the sermon next Sunday Hotel and Motel.
eight years. The church has al
Police arrested a white civil had gathered outside. He said
er assignments.
the team's visit may be obtain- at St. Andrew, while Bishop The history of the organiza- rights lawyer
membership of 1,800.
for running a he asked a nearby policeman
The starting salary is from ed by contacting the college Jordan will speak at New Ty- tion in Memphis was told by
He is a member of the board
stoplight as he fled from sev- for an escort back to his of$5,000 to $6,050 depending on placement office.
of directors of the Board for
ler AME church.
Rev. James A. McDaniel and eral cars of bottle-throwing fice but said the officer reWorld Ministries of the United
youths.
fused to intervene.
Church of Christ and has just
REV. W. S. CARY
Detective Chief M. B. Pierce
The youths began throwing
returned from Greece where
said Bruce Rogow, an attor- soft drink
bottles and shouting
he saw first-hand some of the
Defense
the
Legal
ney
with
and
also
has
pastored
Church
obscenities, Rogow said, and
work being carried on in that
charged
Committee,
with
was
of
the
Open
Door
in
Brooklyn,
he resorted to running traffic
country by the BWM.
running a traffic light. He and lights in
N.Y. and Butler Memorial
an attempt to flee the
He is a graduate of the HarWilliam
white
attorney,
another
Presbyterian
Church
in
Youngsbarrage. He said he was arvard University Divinity School,
Kopit of Scarsdale, N.Y., and rested at
town,
Ohio.
the third traffic light
STB degree in 1938; the HarGwin Gillon, a Jackson Negro, and hauled
He serves as vice president
away in a patrol
vard Graduate School, MA dewere returning from a restau- wagon.
of
the
board
of
directors,
Metroin history in 1936, and Olirant when officers stopped
politan
Association,
United
ollege, BA degree in 1931.
Police said
hem.
Rogow
was
Church of Christ.
Rogow said they were half- charged with a moving violation
and
was
released on $17
way through their meal at
West Jackson shopping center bond. Rogow said the youths
followed
had
him
to the police
when a white youth pulled up
a chair to their table and be- station and overturned his car
gan questioning them about Parked in front of the station
why they were eating with a'by Kopit.
Negro woman.
Pierce confirmed the report
The attorney said the man- the car had been overturned
asked
the youth to but said he did not know who
agement
leave. When they left the res- did it.

eek New Members

Secret Service Will
Recruit Negro Agents

•

Good Ole Miss. Justice
Enjoys Another Fling
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The Tri-State Bank of Memphis in its first years of service won unqualified recognition
for its part in establishing that
the Negro citizen is a good economic risk, and promoting the
campaign for better homes
and more home ownership by
the Negro citizens of the TriState 'area.
From the first day of its operation, the Tri-State Bank
has provided insurance guaranteeing the accounts of all its
depositors. As a member of
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, an agency of the
U.S. Government, Tri - State
Bank insures the accounts of
each depositor.
Area residents manifested
their faith in the bank by depositing more than $400,000 in
it on the first day that it was'
opened.
Faith in the bank has resulted in its extension now from
Beale street to Main, and it is
expected to continue its growth
at an even more rapid rate.

Four Memphis Students
Make Tuskegee Dean List

MOTHER OF THE YEAR — Mrs. N. J. Ford, mother of
12 children, and wife of a prominent mortician who is director of N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Home, 219 Joubert,
was cited by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority during its 13th
annual Breakfast for Milady, on Saturday, May 8 at Club
Paradise. Miss Rosa A. Robinson. chairman of the mother
of the Year Committee, presented the honoree with an orchid corsage and an engraved plaque after giving the many
reasons for her selection to the large audience. Mrs. Ford's

son. Edmund, is holding the twelve roses which her husband presented to her on behalf of the family. Left to right:
second row: N. J. Ford, Miss Robinson, Mrs. Ford, Ophelic
Joseph; back row: Harold, Vera, James, Mrs, Joyce Ford
Miller and Emmett Ford. Four other children unable to
he present are: Mrs. Barbara Branch, Piermont, N.Y.:
Melvin Ford and Louie Ford, LOS Angeles; and John Ford
of Chicago. the family resides at 3266 Horn Lake Road.

INSTITUTE. dents. Fifty-nine were named
TUSKEGEE
Ala. — Four Memphians were from the College of Arts and
among the more than 250 stu- Sciences, and 33 were listed
dents named to the first sem- from the School of Home Ecoester Dean's List at Tuskegee nomics and Food AdministraInstitute.
tion.
They were Miss Marilyn I. Seventy-three of the students
Isabel, 772 Hanley st.; James were classified as juniors, 83
A.' Perkins, 812 Laurel st., Miss were sophomores, 61 freshmen,
Nellie F. Ware, 113 Trigg ave., and 59 seniors.
and Aaron B. Watkins, 837
Hilton st.
To be named to the Dean's Hat? Drive On Steel
List, the Tus&seee students
A steel safety device mounthave maintained an overall ed inside a tire will allow a
academic average of 2.00 (C) motorist to drive for miles on
or better, while earning a 100 a flat tire. The device, says the
(11) academic average during manufacturer, will allow a tire
the first semester of this to maintain road traction and
will permit braking. The steel
school year.
The School of Education led device is not affected by tire
the Dean's List with 61 stn. wear and may be reused.
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SAT

welfare contributions and a
fourth week of vacation.
Livingston said the major isportunity. He
sloe was equal_
charged that members of- minority groups were employed in
NEW YORK --(UPI) -- New district.
routine jobs and are rarely ofYork's huge garment industry,
The onion has demanded a fered promotions to specialized
the cothes design and manu- 915-a-week pay increase, a fair positions.
facturing center of the nation,
A apokesman for the Associafaces the possibility of a pro- labor practices cause assuring tion of Uptowr. Converters, Inc
opportunities
promotion
for
Nelonged strike that could seridenied the racial discriminati
ously delay production of fall gi—s and Puertr Ricans, a 2 charge and said the unior we
fashions.
per cent increase in employer's using it as a smokescreen.
The industry, always about
six months aln.ad of the calenStarts Sat., May 15th
dar, was struck by some 10,000
One Big Week!
office workers, ,ihipping and
stock clerks. The strikers are
members of District 65 of the
COLUMBIA PICTURES orator.
Wholesale, Retail and Department Store Union.
The walkout affected shoal
1,200 manufacturing firms in the
textile, knitwear an button inPAKULAdustries, which hsve just begun
ktULLIGA
.
NV
•
work on the fall models.
The union has called for improved wages and better jobs
taeitaki'
for Negro and Puerto Rican
workers. A management
111110,1
1/
spokesman denied racial discrimination was an issue in the
strike.
"If this strike lasts as long as
THE LOVE
10 days, it will grind the gars"
:0
°
0
1
fotr
ment industry to a halt," LivLOSER
ingston said.
Teamsters ana the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union agreed to Lonor District
65's picket lines which were !=07.
1
.
,,,zr..,„........zzo,w_tahismit
m.mis
"fa
l ma tar mpg imeses le es Sepal
spread through the garment

L.

Garment Industry Strike
Buttonholes Race Injustice
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ARMED FORCES DAY — Memphis Metropolitan Airport,
home of the Air Force Reserve's 919th and 920th Troop
Carrier Groups, will be the scene for an open house Sunday, May 16, in observance of Armed Forces Day. From
2 until 4 p.m., facilities and equipment located at the base
will be on display to the public. The display will Include
the Fairchild C-123, a plane now being used by the Air
Force in Viet Nam, along with a Boeing C-97 and two
Army helicopters. Many other military displays will be
shown, and concert given by the 81st Division Army Re.
serve Band, under the direction of Warrant Officer Lawrence P. Cooney. Col. William J. Johnson, Jr., commander
of the 920th Troop Carrier Group, will serve as host.
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DESPITE CONSTANTLY
INCREASING DIAMOND PRICES
PEREL & LOWENSTEIN BRINGS YOU A
It's a full service bank now in the center of Memphis.
A. MACEO WALKER

JESSE H TURNER
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SALE

Diamond bargains galore! Some are from a diamond cutter's
surplus inventory, some are from our own stocks. Many styles and
qualities, specially priced just for this gigantic saie!

learn
heard
recor

Total Weight

/
1 4 CARAT
Diamond
Duo
Beautiful diamond bridal
set with Yi
carat of diamonds.
Reg. Price:
$99.95

It's headed by men who know Memphis and the Mid-South.

GRAND OPENING WEEK MAY .17th thru 21st

• •

Diamond Sensations
In Your Choice of 6 Men's Styles

$66

Fiery diamonds set in bold
masculine mountings. Choose
from solitaire styles or beau:
tiful clusters. All are great
values at this low price.! 10
Kt. gold mountings.

No Money Down

Total Weight

'A CARAT
Diamond
Duo
8

REGISTER NOW FOR A FREE TELEVISION GIFT.

$126
No Money Down

Extra Speciall
OLantond, enlarged to allow detaa. All Drives plus Federal ma.

Guaranteed Flawless Diamonds

fy of a solitaire

in the cherished
T if fan / mounting.

For those who want the finest, here we offer Guaranteed Perfect Diamonds, available
in many sizes for this sale. Several mountings from which to choose...above ar.3.

1/6 Carat
1/4 Carat

No Money flows

Diamond
Threesome
Engagement

a n d wedding
ring for her, and a matching wedding band for him!
9 diamonds, in white or yel-

TRI•STATE

Asil

BANK OF MEMPHIS

Mao

PHONE: 5274175 AREA CODE 901
MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE ZIP CODE 38103
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
HOURS MONDAY-FRIDAY-9:30 AM TO 2 PM
FRIDAY 3PM TO 6 PM
222 South Michigan Street

NO MONEY DOWN•UP TO 2 YEARS TO PAY

exquisite

diamonds in
this gorgeous
wedding set.
In yellow 14
Kt. gold.
Rog. $159

Come in and see our new headquarters,
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS is and Jesse H. Turner, C P.A. with 16
your bank; It is here to serve the years of banking experience, head
personal and business needs of all this Memphis, Tennessee chartered
Memphians. TRI-STATE BANK OF bank and they are two men who
MEMPHIS offers completa banking know Memphis and the Mid-South
services, including regular and spe- (especially Tennessee, Arkansas, and
cial checking accounts, savings ac- Mississippi),
counts, auto loans and home im- discover this
provement loans.
full-service bank
A. Mace° Walker. chairman of the —now in the
board of UNIVERSAL LIFE INS. CO., new TRI-STATE
a company with $ 29,000,000 assets BANK BUILDING.

'
'499

No Money Down ... tidy Only Si A Week

low 14 Kt. god,
My. Price: S111.95

$ 76.80
$138.00

MMOMMMMMMO
bi Our Guarantee 1.0
LEJ

Ei

•You must t. satisfied or
rri . money refunded In 30 days.
WI • Get full price back less
sass,s on diamond of t wice
value.

El

•W. guarantee to risploc•
El •
any diamond lost from
Ei mounting
in 1 visor

10

3/8 Carat
1/2 Carat

$314.00
$433.00
'
Terrific Ivy!

Diamond Duo

send

•

7 beautiful diamonds
set in white or yellow
14 Kt. gold.

$6960
No menet, Dews

If You Live Out Of Town
Well be happy to

4

t(
t

you any diamonds you select

on 10 clays' approval. Write Perel & Lowenstein, 144
S. Main, MempPts, Tennessee. No cost or obligation.

e424041..

Downtown Store

144 S. Main St., Memphis, Tennessee

Convenient Shopping Center Stores In:
• Poplar Plaza
• Northgate
• Lamar Airways

I
LeMoynites Say They
Are Heading This Way
SATiJ1tUAI, MAI 10, 10b5
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Elmer Henderson New Barrett PTA To
LeMoyne Club Prexy Present Plays

, The Parent Teacher Association of Barrel's Chapel High
Elmer L. Henderson, one of are expected to be presented
LeMoynites from as far away of Mrs. Rosa Murrell, are planby School will present its annual
LeMoyne's football greats in the the Club again early next year.
as Oakland, Calif. and Washing- ning separate reunion parties
PTA Play in the school audilate 30's, is the new president Memphis Alumni will
ton, D. C. have served notice Friday night, May 28.
honor torium on Tuesday night, May
of the LeMoyne Club in Mem- members of
that they will be in Memphis Miss Eunice Carruthers, hat
LeMoyne's 1965 18, and the public
is invited.
phis.
the end of this month for the stylist and Memphis school
graduating class with a receplie also serves as first vice tion in The Commons on
The women of the Barret's
Annual Meeting of the General teacher, is Reunion chairman,
Monday
president of the General Alumni evening, May 13, immediately community will model their latAlumni Association and the Re- and Mrs. Poston, Shelby Coun\ssociation.
union of the College's '5' classes. ty school teacher, co-chairman.
following Commencement.
est spring and summer dresses.
The Annual Meeting is sched
Mr. Henderson, one of the
Two one-act plays will be preuled for Saturday, May 29, and
college's most ardent boosters,
sented. They are "The Farmer's
Reunion activity will be going on
isucceeds Mrs. Ann L. Weathers
Friday, May 28, through SaturDaughter" and ''Wilbur Takes
las head of the Memphis unit.
day, May 20.
His Medicine."
Other elected are Miss Eunice
Elmer L. Henderson, program
Carruthers, first v.ice president;
Mrs. Italia Payne is PTA
chairman and first vice presiLeonard Shields, second vice
president, and Guy Hoffman
dent of GAA, said the Annual
president; Miss Millicent J.
principal of the school.
Meeting will get underway at
Cade, recording secretary; Mrs,
1 p. m. in the lower level of HolYvonne
Acey, assistant record- Attorney
Russell
DeBow
lis F. Price Library at which Mrs. Vance
ing secretary; Mrs. Le Eleanor Deputy Commissioner of Investime Alumni will register and Mrs. Jennie Brodnax Vance
Benson,
corresponding secre- tigation for the City of Chicago.
of Humboldt, Tenn., is among
partake of refreshments.
tary; Miss Naomi Gordon, as- presented an h o u r-lang docthe contestants at First BapPREXY'S DINNER
sistant
corresponding
secretary; umentary film as a highlight
The business session is sched- tist church in Brownsville,
Benjamin T. Lewis, treasurer; of "Tea Time in Africa," SunTenn.,
seeking
the
title
of
uled for 1:45 p. m. in the AlumT. R. MeLemore, chaplain; day, at S. Stephen AME
ni Room of the Library, follow- "Queen of the Music DepartMrs. Cherie P. Roland, histor- Church, 200 W
Washington A surprise birthday party was
ed by reports from leaders of ment," and she expects finanian; Mrs. Susie Hightower, par- Blvd.
given in the home of Mrs. Rocial support in the effort from
'5' classes.
liamentarian, and James Cowan, The affair was sponsored by zelle Evans for Samuel Spann,
LeMoyne President Hollis F. old friends and associates.
the church's Women's Club.
to hide the Macon Road dump, from left, sergeant at arms.
Price's annual dinner for the Mrs. Vance began her musi- BEAUTIFYING MEMPHIS — The DepartThe movie, in sound and music director of Barret's ChapINSTALLATION
ment of Public Works employees are coare Henry Baskin, sanitation foreman;
Alumni will be held in The Com- cal career in Memphis as piatechnicolor,
is titled "Mission el High School. and the guests
Newly
elected
officers will be
mons starting at 4 p. m. Distin- nist for St. John Baptist church operating with the City Beautiful CommisMrs. Mildred Bird, City Beautiful inspecAfrica"
and
was filmed by included members of the junior
installed
Sunday,
June 6, at the
guished Alumni will receive a- at the age of 12, and was an slim in making Memphis a lovelier place
tor, and Ott Anderson, Public Works safety last
DeBow while he was a mem- and seniors choirs of Oak Spring
monthly
meeting
of
the colwards and gifts will be present- instructor of music at Melrose in which to live, and shown planting trees
ber of the Study Mission to Baptist church.
director.
lege year.
ed to the College during the din- High school for a number of
Africa. The Mission was head- Mr. Spann received a gift in
The Syracuse chapter of The Memphis Club announced ed by Congressman Barrett appreciation for the willing
ner hour. National President years.
Lonnie F. Briscoe will preside. After retirement from the
CORE Las demonstrated for a two projects for the 1965-66 aca- O'Hara, Chairman of the Sub- service he has rendered the
demic year — an Alumni Play Committee on Africa of the church.
The '5' classes will be hosts high school, she was married
month against "tokenism" in in November
and an AlumniCommittee on Foreign
at a Saturday night social plan- to Rev. W. S Vance of Humthe
utilities
hiring
policies.
But
sponsored basketball game be- Affairs.
ned for visiting and local Alum- boldt, Tenn., and she now conNiagara
Mohawk
tween
LeMoyne's
has rejected
varsity eagers Scenes from several Afri- eral Chairman. Others workni. The GAA is giving its full- ducts a music studio in that
the charges and negotiated—un- and Southern University's pow- ean nations were included in ing on the event were Mrs. Robest support to this affair which city.
der the mediation of the May- erful team on the evening of the film . Among them are Li- bie Owens coeliairman; Mrs.
promises to be gay and color- Persons who wish to back SYRACUSE, N.Y. — (UPI) — building.
Mrs. Vance should mail her Negro demonstrators, some Scott D. Smith, Jr., leader of or's Commission on Human Jan. 1.
beria, Nigeria, Kenyia a n d Gertrude Williams, guest coful.
their donation before May 22. from Alabama, were turned the civil rights demonstrators, Rights—with CORE on the grie- The Lincoln University Stage- Egypt.
REUNION CHAIRMAN
chairman and the Rev. .;ilfred
conceded
vances.
was
hope
back
there
little
by
guards
lives
She
at
standing at
1112 Twelfth ave.,
crafters of Jefferson City, Mo. Mrs. Sadie Turner is Gen. Reid, pastor.
The '55' class, headed by Mrs.
headquartentering
utility
locked
of
the
doors
when
'Humboldt,
they
tried
to
Tenn.
Letitia L. Poston; the 45's directed by Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, Her former students are enter the headquarters of Nia- ers, where the demonstrators
and the 35's, under supervision scattered all over the world. gara Mohawk Power Corp. here. had said they wanted to "inAt the same time white coun- spect" the workings of "comter-demonstratorz, who said fortable Northern hypocrisy."
•Learn By Hearing
Taking A Powder
they represented 'The Society "We are a non-violent moveWASHINGTON — (UPI) — NEW YORK — (UPI) —
for the Prevention Of Negroes ment," Smith said. "We can't
Young children learn more Eight out of ten husbands who Getting Everything (SPONGE), break down
the doors by force."
through their ears, than they leave home each year have heckled t h e Negroes, saying The leaders of the Congress
do through their eyes, the Na- passed their 40th birthday, ac- they had an "unfair attitude" of Racial Equality (CORE) detional Education Association cording to Tracers Co. of A- toward the utility company.
monstrztion said Syracuse was
reports.
merica, a firm that tracks Some 50 civil rights demon. the first “target" in a "long
It says that a study of 56 down missing persons.
strators, including 19 Negroes hot summer" of Northern racsecond grade children showed It says the number one rea- from Selma, were blocked by ial demonstrations designed to
they were more easily able to son for leaving home is money guards when they arrived at the organize Northern Negroes for
learn word lists when they problems and it estimates six-story headquarters building and equal rights push this year.
heard them presented by a tape that over 75,000 husbands dis- of the utility. So they marched The Selma Negroes
arrived
recorder.
appear from home each year. back and forth in front of the here last night by bus.
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Mrs. Vance Seeks
Queen Title for
Music Department

DeBow Guest
At St. Stephen
AME Church

Party Held For
Choir Director

Boo N.Y., Ala. Pickets
In Syracuse Protests

Viceroy's got the filter for
the taste that's right!
•
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Joe Purdy of 1338 Chadwick Circle, Public Relations Director, Special Markets, for Pepsi-Cole in Memphis
available
•are 3.

Joe Purdy sells Pepsi in Memphis
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And he's just one of our Negro employees
(40% of our total work force in Memphis)
who say: "Come alive! You're in the Pepsi Generation!"
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Viceroy is specifically designed to taste
the way you'd like a filter cigarette to
taste. Not too strong ... not too light ...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right!
a•••••••••••••,-.••••• *•••,••

5,-.••••1
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CEROY
Filter Tip

Aelk
PEPSI COLA
/411110

If you haven't met Joe Purdy yet it's because he's just been
too busy the past year making friends with other members of
the Pepsi generation. But he wants to thank everyone for buying Pepsi-Cola, the modern, light refreshment with that bold,
clean taste and energy to liven your pace. Join Mr.Purdy and
the Pepsi Generation...drink Pepsi.

Bottled by Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan CAW% C0,01 Memphis, Tennessee, under appointmc -1 from Pepsl-Col•Contitany, New Ye

New York

CLAYBORN TEMPLE AME
Rev. Loyee Patrick was guest speaker at the recent Men's
Day program at Clayborn Temple AME church.
Rev. Patrick is pastor of New Tyler AME church, director of the Department of Minimum Salaries and Pensions for
the 13th Episcopal District, and candidate for bishop at the
forthcoming General Conference of the church.
Music for the program was sung by the New Tyler Men's
chorale. Hugh Rogers was general chairman. Rev. B. R.
Booker is pastor.
MT. PISGAH CME
Mt. Pisgah CME church observed annual Women's Day,
and the guest speaker was Miss Erma Clanton, a teacher at
Melrose High school, and member of St. John Baptist church.
One of the highlights of the day was a forum with Mrs.
Laura Dean as moderator. Music was provided by visiting artists.
Mrs. Hattie B. Swearengen & Mrs. Louise E. Ward were cochairmen of the observance. Rev. D S. Cunningham is pastor
of the church.
EASTERN STAR BAPTIST CHURCH
The Eastern Star Baptist church presented a "Coronation
for the Queen" program recently, and special music was sung
by the senior choir with Omar Robinson at the organ. Lee
Cunningham was also presented.
Mrs. Mary Bradshaw was chairman of the program.
CASTALIA BAPTIST CHURCH
The Youth Department of Casteha Baptist church presented
the Young People's choir in concert recently under the direc- I
tion of Miss Evelyn Buchanan and the theme of the May musirale was "Trouble Don't Last Always."
Miss Erma Washington was general chairman of the
event. Rev. Calvin Mims is pastor of the church.

Christian Church
Delegates Vote
For Unification

PANELISTS AT CHURCTI—"Our Task for These Times"
was the theme of the United Church Women at Collins
Chapel CME church, and seen here are participants on
the panel. From left are Atty. Ben Jones, district lay leader; Mrs. Mattie Sullies, Women's Missionary Council president; Miss A. Addision, moderator; James Wright, director

of Community Services, Neighborhood Youth Corps; Leonard Small, counselor at Youth Opportunity Center, Tele
nessee State Employment Security; and Rev. S. L. Higgins, field supervisor of education, Neighborhood Youth
Corps — (Withers Photo)

SNCC Publishers Report On Saul
Plight Of Alabama Negro

The annual Wornen's Day program will be observed at Christ
Members of the Christian Temple on Sunday. May 16, in a
Churches (Church of Christ) of Program to be held at 3 p. m.,
Tennessee voted unanimous:y and the theme will be "The
for unification in their State Ideal Woman."
The guest speaker will be
Convention in a meeting held
recently at the Central Avenue Mrs. Bernice Harris, a teacher
Christian Church in Murfrees- at Walker Avenue school, and
a member of Friendship Bapboro, Tenn.
Among the delegates from tist church in Klondyke.
Rev. J. Stuart is pastor of the
Mississippi B I v d. Christian
Church present for the Conven church, and Mrs. Annie C.
tion were Elder J. T. Chandler, Hobbs chairman of the Women's
Charles Johnson, George Par- Day observance.
Mrs. Frances Short is church
ker, Earnest Grant, Mrs. Angie
Mitchell, Mrs. Sarah Washing- reporter.
ts.n and Mrs. Laura Cade.
Delegates said the meeting
-Soviet
was "enjoyable" in every re- Turk
spect, and that it was enhanced
ANKARA, Turkey — (UPI)
with a "spirit of brotherhood."
—The Soviet Union will build
The delegation stayed at the
new textile factories and modMurfreesboro motel.
ernize existing ones in Turkey,
Elcizr Blair T. Hunt is pasAmbassador
Nikita
or of Mississippi Blvd. Chris- Soviet
Rijov said here recently.
tian Church.

Alinsky Needles Anti-Poverty Program

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colors

BUFFALO, N.Y. — (UPI) — of pornography" end nothing
He said his lAte gives Neand Coke
Dr. Saul D. Alinsky, executive more than "big business." He groes "power" to be heard and
Combinations
ATLANTA, (,a. — The ave- $3,000 a year.
said
instant anti-poverty "just represented. He said the Nedirector of the Industrial Areas
Badges
for Usbers end
rape Alabama Negro has little
The median school years
doesn't work."
g.° community here and in
Organisations
more than an elementary edu- completed for Negroes in Ala- Foundation (IAF) of Chicago,
other- cities were "little ConAlinsky
were
here
to
discuss
MACH
calls
administration
FURNITURE
the
DE171,
's antib and lives well below the bama is 6.5 while over 60 per
the work of the IAF which Buf- gos."
Pulpits, Pwrs,(ortIrn.lelilst
poverty level, states a special cent of Negro male workers poverty program "pornografalo's East SW Community Orcontroversial
The
sociologist
lowest
Prices
Available
report published by the Student are in unskilled or semi-skilled phy" and said his group could
ganization is seeking to engage told students at the State UniWRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Nonviolent Coordinating Com- jobs.
give Negroes necessary to reorganize
the city's Negro versity of Buffalo that the
mittee (SNCC).
"power."
community. Ile has been re- country "is lousy with zombies SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Coleman Chapel C M E sisted by the staff of the Annie
The report, a statistical siur701 N St., N.E. 55 Whitehall St., LW.
Alinsky said the anti-poverty tained to set up such a program that lay around and call themChurch, 1154 Argyle announces E. Pickett Circle, Mrs. Priscil- vey, is entitled The General Sandwich Special
Washington 2, P.C. Atlanta 3,0•Off
program was "a political piece in Rocfester.
selves community councils."
its calendar for the month of la Burke, president.
Condition of !ne Alabama Ne- TOKYO — (UPI) — A Tokyo
May beginning Sunday May 2nd This program provides for the gm.
firm is making a machine that
with Sunday School and Wor- culmination of the third QuarIt compares statistics cover- mothers with large families
ship Services each Sunday at ters plans and is an integral tog: population, employment,
will appreciate.
9:30 and 11:00 a.m. respective- part of the annual budget set income, education, housing
and The machine makes and
ly.
by the board of the church, voter registration of whites and wraps 20 sandwiches
a minute.
Sunday Mayo2, Rev. N. Char- Walter Tools is the board Negroes in the state.
The spread goes into one part
les Thomas, director of Educa- chairman, Willie Brown secreThe survey reports that the of the machine, the bread into
tion for the First Episcopal dis- tary, and Rev. S. L. Higgins median income of Negro lamanother and out comes neatly
trict of the CME Church, was pastor.
ilie,. is $2,009, which is below cut, trimmed and sealed sandthe principal speaker. Rev.
the feCeral poverty level of wiches.
Thomas, also installed and consecrated the official staff of the
church and assisted in the holy
communion ritual.
On May 9, Mother's Day, a
special program in honor of
,
mothers was sponsored with ' „Vi omanhood in the Role of
the
Church"
will be the theme
the Rev. D. T. Alcorn, presid-'
jog .elder, Memphis District of of the annual B'omen's Day prothe CME Church, as principal Tram at Lane Avenue Baptist
church next Sunday, May 16,
speaker.
May 16 will see the "Men in and the guest speaker at 3:30
Action Program." It is the an- p. in. will be Mrs. Georgia V.
With coupon in this ad, and $5 additional purnual program sponsored to dis- Harvey.
chases. Build your Glass Wardrobe during the
play the manpower of the con- Mrs. Harvey is a member of
gregation. This program is un- the faculty of Manassas High
next 8 weeks with a FREE Glass (151, oz. Ice
der the chairmanship of Wal- School and belongs to Princeton
Tea) EVERY WEEK with coupon & $5 additional
ter Tools, board chairman.
Chapel AME Church.
purchase.
May 23 at the 3:00 p.m. hour Mrs. J. W. Williams is chair3 dual fellowship will be held man of the observance.
with Pillow Street CME Church,, Freddie Reed is churca clerk, 4.
Rev. Richmond C. George, min- Flev. J. W. Williams the pastor,
ister as the fellowship sermon-,and Mr,. Eddie Lou Blanton reizer. This program will be un-' porter.
der the aupices of the Gospel
Chorus, Mrs. Lucille Stone, 1
AUTHOR'S AGENT
president, and Mrs. Mirene
WANTS MANUSCRIPTS
Hall, minister of music.
Manuscr,cits of all kinds wonted.
•specially SOM. Waiting market'
May 30th will feature the Woend buyers the world aver. Demand
men's Council for Christian Ser•AfIlirds supply. A selling agency
thor gets results for it s authors.
vice in its annual service unVir.to Sem literary Agency, log
der the supervision of Mrs.
KO Park Avertirre. Dora 101,
loronto 9, Canada.
Ethel Williamson, president as-
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Lane Women To
Hear Teacher

LIBBEY

Golden Wave Pattern
15/
1 2 oz. Ice Tea GLASS

No matter how much you spend on hair dressings
DO YOU GET THE HAIR CONTROL
YOU REALLY WANT?
Are you paying M018 for your hair dressing and getting iess
holding control? Look to Royal Crown ...the soft hair dressing
that's just right for your hair. Never too light, never too heavy.
Royal Crown with special oils beneficial to your hair and
scalp gives you conditioning and hair control for that soft,
natural look. So, if you're looking for a hair dressing to softly
control your hair, do as millions of others do—buy famcnes
Royal Crown Hair Dressing.

each time you buy 2 halt-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
ArYOttit FOOD STOW
disamincomainanammusaam•wo.
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
•

REDEEM YOUR
VALUABLE
LIMEY
COUPONS
AT
BIC STAR!

REDEEM YOUR
VALUABLE
LIMY
COUPONS
AT
BIG STAR!

America's Most Famous Name In Good Grooming

•

Sat. Sr Sun. $1.25
Int. Open 0 S.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun, Open It AM. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
Friday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

•

•
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a
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES

• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
(71,

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AIR CONDITIONED

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITS 1176
527-5508

"YOUR Company Maker What You Ask For And
Croats What You Think Of"

FREE

ittt

LIBBEY

6 oz. or 10 oz.
LIBBEY Golden Wave IX it
44
Golden
Wave
(151/2 oz. Ice Tea] GLASS
GLASSES
With this coupon S $5 additional purchase.
Oats coupan to a tom ily. Expires May 10.
E occluding tobacco, ,silk S frozon milk
Products.

2 for 29'
With tide coupon. On• coupon be a fafally.
Explre• May 18.
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Youth
at the
Church
May 16
plied b
Youth
of Sma
of Sam
Mrs.
leader,
pastor

Adult Chorus
Sings At Meet
The foote and Cleaborn Home
chorus was the guest of the Tennessee Congress of Parent and
Teachers last week at Howard
High School, Chattanooga, Tenn.
The chorus made two appearances on the program and was
accompanied by the Reverend
Charles B. Burg, pastor of the
New Hope Baptist church who
gave the morning meditation.
The Foote and Cleaborn Home
chorus is a group of parents of
the Foote and Cleaborn Home
Communily who sing under the
capable direction of Samuel
Spann, director of music at Barret Chapel school.

Tough Job

YOUTH LEADER HONORED — Members of the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church presented a plaque
to Elder Ralph P. Peay, secretary of the Young People's
Department of the South Central Conference of Seventh
Day Adventist, for his service as pastor of
the church
prior to his recent promotion, and presenting the
plague

'Youth Day'
Planned At
ak Spring

to him is Elder Charles Dudley, left, president
of the Conference, while Mrs. Pea), and their daughter, Ralita,
look
on. Standing in rear from left, are church elders, Arlan.
der Sloan. Tom Ray Armour, Sabbath School superinten
dent
Terry Addison, partialh hidden, and Noble
Powell, one
of church elders.

Western Bishop At 'Male Chorus To
Spring Festival Sing At Hunter

41 1

CUDAHY, Calif. — (UPI) —
Think it's tough to stop a speeder? Consider the trouble Sheriff's Deputy Luis Puncel had
with Charles Briggs who was
driving only 20 miles an hour.
Puncel wheeled his cruiser in
behind Briggs' car and turned
on his red light. Then he
switched on the spotlights. He
honked his horn and gave a
few blasts on the siren.
Two miles later, Puncel
turned on the cruiser's public
address system and begged
Briggs to stop. Finally, he
blared: "Stop, or I'll do something drastic!"
Briggs, 52, stopped. Ile said
he hadn't pulled over sooner because Puncel wasn't driving an
ambulance — only a police car.
lie got two citations.

CHAMPIOX ORATOR — Miss 011ie Marie
Young, right, a senior at Booker T. Washington High school, won the $100 top prize
In the Temperance Oratorical contest held
at the annual South Central Conference
Youth Congress held in the Melrose nigh
school auditorium, and here she is congrat-

mix
'Church In

Bogalusa, La.

The Church of God in Christ The Southern Female Chorus
held its Spring Festival Meet- will hold its installation servi)
Youth Day will be observed
ces next Sunday, May 15, at BOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) — Rev. Bruce Shepherd, Pastor
at the Oak Spring Baptist ing recently at Mason Temple the Hunter Avenue Baptist Negro and white civil tights of St. Matthews, greeted
t he
of
God
in
Christ
Memphis.
of
church in a program begin- workers successfully desegre- visitors to services and invited GUEST SPEAKER — EvangeChurch in Arlington on Sunday,
Bishop
Isaac
Finley
served
as
gated
a
ning
formerly
at
all-white
3
p.m., and the public
May 16, and music will be supthem to coffee next week, she list C. H. Taylor of Chicago
Episcopal Church.
plied by the Friendship District principal speaker to crowds is invited.
said.
will deliver the morning serRita
Marsh,
white
a
Congress
Youth Choir under the direction each night.
Shepherd was a member of mon at First
Guests for the service will be
Baptist Chelsea
of Smauel Spann, music director Bishop Finley is from Berke- the famous Southern Male of Racial Equality CORE work- a committee which planned to on
Sunday, May 16, and his
er from San Francisco, said sponsor a talk by former Ark.
of Samuel Spann, music director ley, California and is presiding Chorus.
subject will be "Christian
he civil rights group was ansas Congressman
Bishop over the state of Utah. Rev. L. R. Butler
Brooks
is pastor treated "cordially
Mrs. Italia Payne is youth
Emancipation." Rev. P. L.
" at St. Mat- Hays earlier this year.
While in Memphis, he was of the church, and Mrs.
Mary
leader, and Rev. J. B. Hooker houseguest of the
Masseys at Blakley president of the chor- hews Episcopal Church al- However, the speech was Rowe is pester of the church
hough
one
woman walked out cancelled after threats by the at 500 N Fourth st. The
pastor of the church.
2034 So. Parkway E.
us.
publie
when the group entered.
Ku Klux Klan which included Is invited to hear Rev. Taylor.
Miss Marsh said the group cross burnings on Shepherd's
was "treated rudely" when lawn and threats to bomb
the
they "mixed up the seating" at church
the Annunciation Roman Cathlor
TR ADE IN
Miss Marsh said she did not
olic Church.
The Catholic Church is in- know if anyone left the Cath-C1
tegrated, she said, but seating olic Church after the group eninside was segregattki.
tered.
..
, Toone •
FL 500, 4 Dr., RAC,

kited by Elder Charles Dudley, president
of the Conference. Holding microphone Is
Elder Norman G. Simons, director of the
Riverside Sanitarium and Hospital in Nash.
ville which sponsored the contest. — (Mc('hriston Photo)
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To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Home
$749 Installed

FREE Estimates Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For J.M. MOSELY
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Veteran Teachers
At Hyde Park
Receive Honors
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GUEST LECTURER
Misses Josephine Dula, of Lenoir, N.C. (left), and MarYlyn Viola, of West Columbia, Texas, chat with William H.
Robinson, professor of English at A&T College, Greensboro,
N.C., who lectured and read from the works of poetess
Gwendolyn Brooks, to the Bennett College freshman English
Carps.

Thirteen members of the faculty of Hyde Park Elementary
school were honored at a program held at the school recently for a combined total of
more than 350 years in the
teaching profession.
The 13 included A. B. Bland,
principal: 0. L. Cash, Mrs.
Susie Hightower, Mrs. Mamie
S. Pamphlet, Mrs. Louise Vann,
Miss Edwina E. Porter, Mrs.
Clara P. Tate, Mrs. Sadie Clayr
ton, Mrs. Mildred Crawford,
E. T. Prater, Miss Aletha E.
Wooten, Mrs. Ruby Jackson,
and Miss A. E. Davis.
Edwin Prater made an acceptance speech during the
program, and each teacher
was presented a pin honoring
him for a certain number of
years in the teaching profession.

AUTOM. FIRE, HOME OWNERS,.
PUBLIC LIABILITY,
PERSONAL PROPERTY

HAS YOUR INSURANCE BEEN
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TO A FINE NEIGHBORHOOD DRUG STORE
FOR COMPLETE SERVICE
AND PROMPT DELIVERY

Specials

"I am one of the thousands who have fallen under
the baleful spell of Father Divine and whose
lives have been wrecked thereby!" So says Ruth
Boaz in her fantastic firsthand account of her 30
years with the man who calls himself God. Find
out why few
ever escape
from Father Divine's clutches.
Another
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the big, May
issue'
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Sugar in Sweetness
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30 OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
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AVE.

While helicopters zoomed overhead, an army
50,000 strong, singing, "We Shall Overcome,"
marched 50 miles to Montgomery, the Cradle of
the Confederacy. At the lead marched • hero.
Martin Luther King, winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize. Beside him trudged Dr. Ralph Bunche. This
was a people's army, an army of love marching
bravely through a channel of hate. But the army
won..,an army of Negro and white, Jess and Gentile. Catholic and Protestant. Read EBONY!
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Langston
When t h e Democratic National Committee decided, at a
meeting in the Mayflower Hotel in Washington, to strike
down racial bias in all state
delegations seated at future
,national conventions, a new
path to equality and political
recognition had been blazed.
In the same move, the committee took steps to avoid floor
fights over a loyalty pledge by
assuring the the party's candidates for President and Vice
President would be represented by a slate of electors in each
state.
Both issues were a source
of bitter regional conflict at the
party's convention in Atlantic
City last year.
Formation of a committee to
effect a means of wiping out
discrimination in the party organization w a s authorized at
the 1964 convention. It followed a drawn-out contest over the
seating of the all-white delegation from Mississippi. which
was opposed by a delegation
;Tiede up almost entirely of Negroes.
The white group was finally
seated as representing the regular Democratic organization
in the state. But in rendering
this verdict the Credential
Committee proposed, and the
convent ion overwhelmingly
adopted a resolution asserting
that a state party, in certifying
delegates to t h e convention.
"thereby undertakes to assure

that voters in that state, regardless of race, color, creed or
national origin, will have the
opportunity to participate fully
in party affairs."
The resolution also provided
that the delegates would "undertake" to cast their ballots
f o r electors pledged formally
and in good faith to the election of Presidential and Vice
Presidential nominees, under
the Democratic Party label and
designation.
Last year, there was no slate
of Democratic electors in Alabama. And in Mississippi, Gov.
Paul B. Johnson and most of
the state's Democratic leaders
openly supported the Goldwater-Miller ticket.
The 1964 resolution directed
the national chairman to set up
a special committee against discrimination to a i d the state
Democratic parties in f ully
meeting the requirements,
which would be included in the
call for 1968 convention.
The objective is to see that
everybody, regardless of race,
has an opportunity to participate in party affairs and to
vote for the Democratic candidates.
If the Democratic Party can
prevent recurrence of the 1964
Mississippi delegation fiasco, it
will have advanced its own
image to a degree never before
attained. It is an achievement
that the Republicans would be
wise to strive for.

Congo Elections
If Premier Moise Tshombe is
not up to his old game of deceiving even those who trust
him, the Congo national election may have its final results
this week. The voting which began March 18, was supposed
to
have met the constitutional requirement.
Mr. Tshombe expects to
emerge from the election with
a clear mandate to continue his
regime. There was still a question as to precise date the voting would take place in Leopoldville.
The capital was supposed to
have voted at the end of the last
week in March. But an administrative breakdown forced a
postponement aft er tens of
thousands of voters had been
left waiting at the polls for
two
days.
Mr. Tshombe seems deter-

mined not to risk another misfire. As a precautionary measure he has summoned 300 policemen from his province of
Katanga to help maintain order.
Indications thus far show a
favorable trend toward the return of Mr. Tshombe to power.
Though some irregularities
have been complained of, them
is little doubt that the present
regime will gather sufficient
electoral support to retrfain
office,
If Mr. Tshombe retains the
Premiership through legitimate
means, he should try to deal
honestly with t h e opposition
faction with a view to establishing peace in that unhappy
Congo land. We hope he
can
and will do just that. Not
alone
for his own sake, but
primarily
for the safety and
security of
the young African
republic.

Hughes
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BOOKER T. PRO AND CON
Booker T. Washington, the
founder of Tuskegee Institute
and Negro America's most famous personality at the turn of
the century, died fifty years
ago. In commemoration of his
death, his moving autobiography "Up From Slavery" is
shortly being reissued. The
book is an American classic
that has been translated
around the world.
The story of Booker T.'s slave
childhood, his dogged determination to acquire learning at
Hampton, and the building of
his school from a tumble down
shack to a world-renown institution, is fascinating. Equally fascinating is the latter portion of his book which reveals
how a great educator almost
unconsciously became a great
compromiser in relation to the
over-all plight of t h e Negro
people in America. A number
of readers of my recent column
on Washington have written
expressing views other than
my own. Certainly their points
have validity. One Negro reader says:
'I wonder seriously if, in
'our' haste to deprecate this
man, we don't miss a great
deal of the good he performed.
For example, I've met countless successful Negro businessmen (including a food products
manufacturer and a contractor
who has built more than 1000
tinmes) and they told me. 'I
w as inspired by Booker T.
Washington.' The accomplishments of these people are concrete, not just a hunch of theories tossed o u t behind a big
heat and a tenor-sax sermon.
And -why, I'd like to know,
must we be so quick to build up
ecclesiastical, untouchable heroes in the fad manner, and
destroy everyone else who
doesn't fit in at the moment?
I don't discount Louis Armstrong because Miles Davis is
here, and I cannot destroy Satchel Paige just because Bob
Gibson is here.
"Do you really deny that
Martin Luther King's method
Isn't up-dated Uncle Tomism?
How ran a man ask Negro men
to stand by and let white men
beat up Negro women and do
nothing?
So—isn't this denaturing the
Negro man, too? And what's
so different about King's buildup? The Caucasian Press has
made him. He's safe, really.
If Booker T. was a localized
success unwittingly made national. then King surely is no
more than a local success, too,

unwittingly made national.
King is running all around the
country, Los Angeles, Chicago,
New York, areas where he is
only slightly familiar, tramping all over local leaders, and
accomplishing what? Why
doesn't he finish something in
the South?
"I have a little something to
say about who is elected President, Governor, Mayor and so
on. But a n y Tom, Dick or
Harry can be shoved down my
throat as a "Negro leader" and
I'm supposed to accept it, because when it comes to being
objective, the Negro is the
worst! As for these super-allgry Negroes, Baldwin, Jones
and other members of the Cult
of Let's Make Everybody Feel
Badly, I think no more of them
than I do of the Great Gittin'
Up Mornin' boys of yore or of
right this minute."
From a white reader comes
this comment: "'Let my people go,' was Booker T. Washington's plea, and now you are
going millions strong. But you
had to wander for many- years
to reach the advances you have
reached today. Only now you
are building idols in his absence. T doubt Booker T. Washington is resting in peace, and
he would not want to be, having not done so in living. I
would like to read a little more
glorifying of past leaders of
the Negro people. You might
be able to stand straighter
then."
That Booker T. Washiniton
helped the rural Negro to stand
straighter physically—and by
indirection, spiritually—in Alabama cannot be denied. In its
early days Tuskegee taught—
and taught well—agriculture,
trades, reading a n d writing,
thrift, cleanliness and decency.
As it grew, it taught other
things too, and it acquired on
its staff the great George Washington Carver.
Tuskegee became a tremendous influence in t h e plantation area that includes Montgomery and Selma, then a national influence, and eventually
a model for vocational schools
as far away as India. Its selfhelp program for Negro farmers became famous. Its movable schools, when the motor
age came, went about the country side. Its agricultural agents
taught farmers h ow to raise
crops other than cotton. It was
and is a great school serving a
great need, and its graduates
have contributed to progress all
over the nation.

Am.

Jackie
Robinson
Says
New Yorkers, tuned in on Radio Station WLTB, last week,
heard the voice of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., as he revealed
the latest cruel stratagem in
the last-ditch fight of Alabama
segregationists.
He announced that, since the
dramatic Selma incidents and
the March on Montgomery, the
white power structure in that
state has launched a campaign
of massive retaliation against
Negroes.
It is a campaign worthy only
of the lowest and most brutal
mentality which characterizes
those who would deny the Negro his dignity and the right to
vote.
Within the past few days,
more than 200 Negro people
who participated in the protests have been fired from their
jobs. Many of them are without
food or money to support themselves or their families.
Dr. King has appealed to all
men of good will, of whatever
race or creed, to come to the
rescue of these victims of inhuman treatment. It seems to
me that the least we can do is
to respond to that appeal
promptly and with the greatest
possible generosity.
Generosity is not really the
proper word. For, in this columnist's opinion, over, above
and beyond the decent, humanitarian instinct which should
motivate us, we have an OBLIGATION to these front-line
freedom fighters.
Not all of us could
participate
physically in the March. But those
who did — and particularly
knowledge that they would

• •

have to remain in their home
communities to face the wrath
of the enemy — were, in reality — marching for all of us.
They were marching,
not only for the Negro.
They were marching for
the moral good of our nation
and the vindication of the high
principles our nation is supposed to typify.
We can help by sending, as
Dr. King has requested, either
food or money — or both — to
The Southern Christian Leader ship Conference (SCLC)
at 334 Auburn Avenue, N. E.,
Atlanta, Georgia, and earmarking these donations for those
jobless freedom fighters.
These gifts need not be large
gifts. The workingman's dollar or the housewife's fifty
cents or the children's pennies
—all will help and will demonstrate that we can put our
money where our mouth is
when we say we truly want
freedom now.
Churches, clubs, political organizations — all can conduct
drives to send money or canned
goods or other imperishables to
help this cause.
The white power structure in
Alabama is willing to spend unlimited sums to preserve segregation. We must be willing to
combat this with the power of
our collective sense of decency
and OBLIGATION.
Let's start a March of Dollars — and food — to Dr. King
so that he and his fellow leaders can overcome this fresh
proof of mans inhumanity to
man.
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By HARra GOLDEN

Negro Struggle Ahead
When freedom came, many
Negroes went to the nearest
Union camp. Even on the isolated plantation t h e Negro
slaves did not hold Emancipation a reason to rise up against
former masters. Indeed, we
have ample evidence that Negro servants continued to take
care of the household. in some
cases nursing the Confederate
veterans back to health and
protecting t h e white women
from Northern deserters.
The spiritual aspect of Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation was far more influential
than t h e law it established.
Lincoln had resolved a great
moral issue.
There is far greater enthusiasm today for the late John
F. Kennedy and for Martin Luther King because the Negroes
know that they have won their
own "revolution a n d because
King, like Lincoln, h as• been
able to dramatize "Freedom
Now" with the same moral fervor Lincoln dramatized t h e
Emancipation Proclamation.
The struggle ahead will be
long and hard and often heartbreaking. Much of the struggle cannot be remedied by protest marches nor court writs.
There is more to the Negro
matriarchy in the South than
meets the eye. The female has
been a domestic. Most of her
life she has worked in white
homes, more usually in the upper middle class homes. To a
large extent she has acquired
the ideas, habits, and inclinations of her white lady employer. She has arranged the
menus, serve tile, Acne,
tened to tlw talk, oftall rood
talk; leading politicians, educators, artists, etc.
On Sunday. the Negro woman invited three of her

friends in w h o also work in
white homes. She spreads a
white tablecloth on the table
and puts out linen napkins. The
ladies chat around t h e table
and the hostess begins to shuffle the cards for a bridge game.
Beside each guest, or on a side
table, as in the white homes,
are the cookies and the tea.
While the wife has been
working in t h e middle-class
home, the husband has been on
a garbage truck or he fires the
boiler at the high school or he
cleans the type at the print
shop. It is not so much that
he comes in wearing overalls,
but that he has lived in an entirely different worI d. His
wife has brought home the
world she has seen, and as a
matter of fact, helped make.
The white boss on the construction gang just gives the
orders. There is no other association.
In recent years the white
boss man may have stopped
calling the Negro "uncle," but
invariably he gets the name
wrong, always yelling out
"Jim" for "Robert." Sometimes
he does forget himself and says,
"Boy" to every Negro under 60
years of age.
It is inevitable in a culture
where t h e female's earnings
are steady and where she is in
a position to acquire habits and
reflect the culture of the comfortable white home, while her
husband's wages as an unskilled worker are not steady and
he has no access to middle class
values, that the bonds of marriage will, become more irrelevant.
Thus there will be a lot of,
catching up to do. It will take,1
a generation at least, but it wit/
be accomplished.
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The New Look in Banking Growth, and Progress in Memphis
The In State Bank joins the line of Bank Growth & Progress in rendering a
service that makes solidarity in living for the people of Memphis
and the In State area..
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Congratulations
National Bank
of Commerce,
Congratulations
Leader Federal
Savings
and
Loan Association

Compliments of the
Mechanical Contractors
American Plumbing Co. Inc.
3163 Broad

Congratulations
Maury & Co.
Folding Doors
357 Cumberland St.
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Humboldt News

program of the fourth grade under the direction of Mrs.
ARDELLA COLE. The program Wks well rendered, and interesting, and the writer wondered why in some schools chilSPRING RETURNS
dren
cannot even sit with patience, but training will show.
Now that spring is here, the smell of freshly cut grass and
red, ripe strawberries fill the air. And even in the midst of J. H. MATHIS is principal.
illness, death or disappointment, smiling faces may be the
Good news is good, and it needs to be yd.,We would like
token of happy living. •
to print it in our paper. Won't you cooperate with us?
Our pages have been absent, but we hope to renew some
Two young ladies with Mrs. Olga Baskerville will go to
interest in local activities and let others know what Humboldt
Kingsport to vie for honors at the State convention of the
is really doing.
Elks Lodge. They are Miss Phyllis Dennie who captured first
•
RECEIVES DOCTORATE
prize in the oratorical contest and Miss Eddie Mae Galloway,
We are indeed proud of the accomplishments of AL JORwho captured the bathing beauty prize. They hope to win scholDAN, who has just received his doctorate in biochemistry
arship funds for school.
the
University
of California.
from
The Stigall Band journeyed to Paducah to play for the
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. JESSE JORDAN of Humboldt, and is married to the former SARAH JOHNSON of this West Kentucky Vocational School Field day effort. Under the
city. They have two children, JOY and JACKIE, ages three direction of the band director, Mr. Glen Walden they made
and four. His success as a biochemist adds to medical re- nigh rating as a marching band. The honors have not been
search.
sent out yet. Miss Carol Midget of Stegall walked off with the
A library made by the children of Humboldt was exhibited honor of 1965 beauty Queen.
this year in the white elementary school. The judges were
The Humboldt column has been on the sick list for a
Mrs. COTTREL THOMAS, librarian of Stigall High school,
while,
but maybe enough help will keep us going. During the
along with four others who gave PAMELA CURRIE and
OLIVER WALKER first place in the first grade groups; CAL- lapse of time, Rev. L. M. Robinson has been in Crump HosVIN JONES, second place in EMR; ALFRED DONALD, third pital in Memphis, Mrs. Vera Champion in John Gaston in
grade, third place; BEVERLY McCURRIE and TYRONNE Memphis, Mesdames Maude Ferrell, Filthy Moody and ElizaFARMER, fifth grade, third place, and JOE PANKLEY and beth Ballard in St. Mary's in Houmboldt. All are back home
and doing fine.
CHARLES BROWN, fifth grade, first place
Death came into the Stinson and Pearson homes, taking
FUNERAL SERVICE
he heads of both families, and both old citizens in these parts.
The funeral service for Mrs. IDA PORTER THOMAS was
Bro. James Pearson, Sr., whose wife passed recently left six
held at the Morning Star Baptist church with REV. J. H.
children, IS grandchildren and 3 great greandchildren, one
MATHIS officiating, assisted by Revs. J. T. FREEMAN and
brother and one sister, and a host of other relatives and
ROBERT EMERY.
friends.
Here for the funeral were Mrs. ANNIE PORTER ELThe funeral was held at Holsey's Chapel with Rev. M. H.
LERY, Chicago; Mrs. CAL PAYNE, Mrs. GEORGIA LITEN, Burnett officiating. Bro.
Albert Stinson leaves a wife, Mrs.
and daughter-in-law, Mrs. J. JAYNE, Indianapolis; and Sgt. Frankie Stinson, nine children,
thirty-nine grandchildren, 12
and Mrs. GEORGE ROWAN and family, Fort Leonard Wood, great grandchildren, one sister
and one brother and a host of
Mo.
other relatives. The funeral was held at Lane Chapel church,
Bontemps, Fisk head librarian and director of university
Mrs. Thomas was ill for some time, and was well-cared with Rev. L. T. Purham officiating.
ACTOR VISITS FISK — Ossie Davis, center, noted actor•
relations; Harry 0, Haskell, Jr., vice chairman of Fisk for by relatives, including her youngest sister, Mrs. LOUISE
playwright whose convocation address opened Fisk univerThe "Yard of the Month" project sponsored by the GloxBoard of Trustees; and Dr. Stephen J. Wright, president
CROOM, who waited on her at night. Mrs. Thomas had been inia Art and
sity's 36th annual Festival of Music and Art, is seen leavGarden Club will judge yards this month, and
of Fisk.
like a mother to Mrs. Croom.
ing Fisk's Memorial chapel. From left are Jon 0. Kittens,
requesting that there be more entries this year than before. It
Arna
writer-in residence this year at Flak; poet-anthologist
RECENT VISITORS
has helped to stimulate the citizens toward more beauty around
Visiting grandparents during the spring break were SEENA their homes. Give your names to any of the members or
the chairman, Mrs. Lena Reid, or the president, Mrs. J. S.
'LOUISE and JUNIUS BRODNAX.
Rev, W. S. VANCE has been confined to bed for more than Vance.
The Gillespie Kindergarten will hold its graduation exertwo weeks, but is some better at this writing.
NA:
Kenya — (NP!) — A 1954 graduate of Sumner
Week-end guests at the Vances were Mr. and Mrs. OSCAR cises, Sunday, May 16th in the Stigall High Library, at 4 p.m.
, A new face has appeared'High schsol, Kansas City, Kas., ARMSTRONG,
Miss Nannie Rankins, Memphis; Mrs. ROSIE with the instructor, Mrs. Shirley Boston as Mistress of Cereamong the American personnel
mony. The 15 or more graduates will feel as important as
Miss Th..mpson is a graduate of LEE SMILEY, and son KENNETH, Chicago.
staffing the U.S. Embassay in
those who will march down the aisle for their 12th grade di•
An interesting sight to behold is the steadiness of the
the independent Kei.,,a
.al. the Uni •ersity of Chicago. She
plomas, for to them this is a great achievement. They will
NASHVILLE — "Negroes you leave what you were on It be'ongs to Miss Joanne is the daughter of Mrs. Dorothy more than 200 students of
the Graham Elementary school in ,
participate
with
songs and other numbers, after which Mrs.
should develop programs to the back steps. It's not worth Thompson, 2s
rmer secretary Pete__, Chicago; and 011liam Crockett County. They stood
for tnore than 20 minutes for a W. S.
Vance will deliver the commencement address. The
at the Enrico Fermi Institute Thompson, Kansas City, Kans.
show the proud aspects of their it."
program in a large hall in the school, for they have no gymof
the
University of Chicago, She picked her assignment
Negro heritage," Ossie Davis,
teacher and the board of directors invite the citizens of this
nasium or auditorium.,
It is wrong, he explained for who has been assigned as secthe noted actor and playwright,
from a choice of locations that
city to be present. Don't forget the date May 16, 1965 at 4
middle class Negroes to forget retary to the embassy.
A
little
girl
was
mistress of ceremonies and conducted the p.m. Wm. Baskerville is
included Saigon, Viet Nam;
told an audience here during
chairman of the board.
his
are
most
people
that
of
Her
appointment
came
after
Teheran, Iran, and Leopolda featured appearance at Fisk
one
norrights
gain
yet
the
to
a
year
of
competitive
e..aminaville,
Congo.
One
of the first
University's 36th annual Festimalty expects to come with lions and a security examination things she did upon arriving in
val of Music and Art.
that took seven m
to com- the 'Kenya capital was to enroll
"We must show the other American citizenship.
for a course in Swahili.
side we have something to of- Mr. Davis' Fisk visit occa- plete.
fer," Davis said. "It would be sioned a reunion with his friend
to their advantage." he con. John Kittens, distinguished novMcCPORY McLELLAN H L GREEN STORES iERVING AMERICA SINCE Ins;
tinued, "to admit us to the elist who is writer-in-residence
at Fisk.
house of democracy."
Mr. Davis, who has starred
IS%
in several Broadway plays.
wrote the 1962 Broadway his
I.
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Noted Playwright At
Fisk Arts Festival

Names Young Chicago Woman
To Embassy Post In Kenya

Dominican
Rebels Told
'Surrender
Or Die'
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Fired Over Civil(
Rights Activity

1.44: ylkt WI 1 af

ROCKVILLE, Md. —The day
after leading a picket line to the
county office building to protest
the appointment of two segregationists to the Montgomery
County Human Relations Commission. Michael Tabor, chairman of Suburban Washington
By AL KUETTNER
CORE, was fired from his job King Blat Sentae 3-48 Pt.
as welfare department social SELMA, Ala. — (U P 11 —
worker. County Manager Mason Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. got
Butcher admitted that the pic- up from a sick bed to make a
keting, which he described as speech in which he denounced
"conduct unbecoming a county the U.S. Senate's refusal to outemployee," was the sole reason law the poll tax as "an insult
and blasphemy" in this period
for the dismissal.
A protest march on the coun- of history.
ty office building planned by The integration leader, h i s
Citizens Against County Tyran- voice hoarse from a cold that
ny, a local ministerial group kept him confined most of the
headed by Rev. David Harris day:spoke from a crudely-made
Cole. The American Civil Liber- platform on the red clay school
ties Union will challenge the grounds of a Negro academy in
dismissal.
nearby Camden.
Tabor, who has sued for re- A piece of tan tent cloth was
cominstatement with back pay
stretched over the top of the
mented: "The appointment to stand to shield the sweating
Human
the Montgomery County
King from a hot Alabama sun
Relations Commission of segre- that beat down relentlessly.
gationists and my own termina- King told his audience of 300,
tion of employment for 'con- most of them school children,
duct unbecoming a county em- that much of the "suffering and
ployee' is indicative of the arrests" of Negroes stemmed
County Council's view regard- from their inability to vote.
ing civil rights and racial mat- Despite all of this, he said,
"We have not been able to conters, generally."
The two appointments which vince the Senate . . . even sothe CORE group protested were called liberals, that the poll
those of Rev. William Adams, tax should be voted out."
who gave the invocation for The Senate, considering PresiGovernor Wallace of Alabama dent Johnson's voting rights
during his election campaign bill, Tuesday defeated an
appearance here and Mrs. Wil- amendment sponsored by Sen.
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
lined f o r as long as two weeks because he
George Altman, Chicago Cubs outfielder,
liam Brueggeman, who is affil- Edward M. Kennedy that wouldl
have
outlawed
the
use
of
poli from across the state would voting, except in small numiated with ultra-rightist groups
pulled a thigh muscle while running out a
takes time out from the sport pages to give
and has opposed publicly the taxes in state and local elecl seek out their representatives bers.
grounder against the Houston Astros.
his wife, Rachel, a little attention at Wesley
lions.
and make a "good faith" at "The Alabama legislature la
Penalizing of discriminatory
Memorial Hospital. Altman may be sideJustice Department attorneysi tempt to advise them of Negro not concerned about the Negro
barbers and restaurant owners
people, merely in preserving
have questioned whether the grievances.
amendment, aimed at Alabama, Ile said if the lawmakers white supremacy and keeping
11111111I11110011111111111111111111110111lialltatillatandigialilliall111111111110111111l1111111111111111111111111g
Virginia, Mississippi and Texas, won't listen, "we have no al- Negroes in their place .. . but
was Constitutional.
ternative but to present out our place is where f reedom
King's comment regarding bodies and fill up the jails all and justice presides."
"so-called liberals" apparently over the state."
Earlier, Rev. Ralph Aberwas aimed at Senate GOP lead- Ile declared:
nathy, speaking in King's
er Everett M. Dirksen, who did "We are tired of Jiving in absence at Marion, told a group
not go along with the amend- slums and broken down houses. of about 300 Negroes they must
ment.
You always know where the keep up pressures against racial
In his talk, King also confirm- Negro neighborhood begins by barriers.
ed that Negroes plan to launch where the pavement ends.
King returned to Alabama
By AL KUETTNER
slayings should be made federal but added that "I am ready for a drive aimed at the Alabama "Negroes never enjoy the op- this week to stir new interest
legislature. The disclosure was portunities to own land, and in his Negro voter registration
SELMA, Ala. — (UPI) — Dr. crimes. He said there should be a creative surprise."
the white people are still using drive. He is due to speak at
made earlier by an aide.
Martin Luther King, Jr. said a federal change of venue law
The civil rights leader met
King said Negro delegations every method to keep us from Mineola, N. Y.
"Murder is still a favorite pas- so that such murders can be
here
with
entire
the
Alabama
time" in Alabama and renewed taken out of statee and moved
his civil rights t.'rive that al. to "a more reasonable place— LC staff shortly after his arready has resulted in three such as Washington, D.C.
By LEONTYNE HUNT
rival and discussed plans to set
Illiglailinntniallallinnitatininnialaitilliatalommainallitaltntilatintatittiiiiiiiitimiltatatiltio deaths and hundreds of injuries. "Murder is still a favorite up reading and writing clinics
K.ing returned toSelma where pastimes in parts of Alabama aimed at registering as many
Dear Leontyne:
In the meantime, men ARE
rights and people who kill Negroes or Negroes to vote as possible.
I take the birth control pills slowly becoming more interest. he kicked off his civil
drive almost four months ago, white people who help Negroes King denied there is lagging
and so do most of my friends. ed and involved in the whoi
it and sharply criticized the mis can do
anything they want and interest among Alabama NeBut we take different matter.
trial last week of a Ku Klux not be convicted," he said.
groes in the militant civil rights
• • •
strengths. I take the 5 milliKlansman at Hayneville charg- The Atlanta minister said he campaign he launched with a
gram strength and most of the Dear Mrs. Hunt,
ed with murdcr in a civil rights is pessimistic about a conviction voter registration drive here
others take the 2/
1
2 milligram I am a social worker and I
slaying.
should Wilkins be tried again Jan. 17.
strength. Since my friends are attend many meetings where
King planned to visit the rural
protected by taking a pill which teen-age pregnancies are distowns of Eutaw and Greensboro
is just half as strong as the cussed. There are two refrains
and then hold a rally at Demoone I take, wouldn't it be all that I've heard over and over,
polis, scene of numerous recent
right for me to take just a had and I'm getting very sick of
protest marches, some of which
a pill a day? That way, one both because they are only
have been broken up with tear
month's supply of pills would half-truths. One is, "These two
gas.
last me two months and it kids just made a mistake," and
.King protested the mistrial
would save money.
the other is, "We should un- Friday of Collie Leroy Wilkins,
Mrs. R.G.
derstand that the girl who gets 21, who had been charged with
the students, said they would
ORANGEBURG, S. C. —
Dear Mrs. E.G.,
pregnant is acting out an emo- first degree murder in the death (UPI) — A white cafe owner try again.
Absolutely not! Although it tional problem."
Mrs. Viola Gregg Liuzzo of said he will continue refusing "I don't plan to serve them,"
eight seem logical, half of a I hope you will print this of
Detroit. The all-white jury re- service to a group of Negro Gray amid.
W milligram pill is not the letter and give your opinion. I
deadlocked 10-2 for con- students who have tried for No arrests or violent Incisame as a whole VI milligram would also like to know how mained
viction. Authorities have said three days to eat in his res- dents have come out of the
pill and will not protect you others respond to such "fuzzy
Wilkins, indicted with two other taurant.
three-day campaign by the
from getting pregnant.
thinking."
Klansmen, would he tried again Preston H. Gray, the 32-year- students.
Birth control pills exert a
M.L.S.
in September.
old owner of the Bel-Air Cafe Coblyn said a white man actvery delicate control on a Dear M.L.S.,
in downtown Orangeburg, said ing as bouncer for Gray, armwoman's body, so you must nev- I agree that both "refrains" King, who heads the Southern
er make your own rides for represent "fuzzy thinking." In Christian Leadership Conference about 20 students sought serv- ed with a knife and club,
swung with his fist at one stutaking them — or any other the first instance the word (SCLC), said Wilkins' trial ice in his cafe.
"I don't think they came dent, Leroy Zimmerman.
medicine the doctor prescribes, "mistake" seriously over-sim- "proved once more that AlaCoblyn said Zimmerman
for that matter. Take the pills plifies the whole problem. Was bama has not come to terms here for service. They were a
ducked the swing. He said anonly according to direction and the mistake that having sex, or with its conscience and is not rowdy crowd," he said.
other student, Reginald Thomcall your doctor if you should of getting pregnant, or of fail- willing to convict those who The students, all Negro.
murder civil rights workers." some from South Carolina as, was thrown out of the cafe
have any questions at all.
ing
to
use
a
contraceptive,
or
King said the outcome of the State College here and some by the unidentified man.
• * •
what?
trial "definitely affected o u r local high school students, al,
Dear Mrs. Hunt,
Coblyn said warrants chargIn the second instance, the planning" for civil rights meet- so tried to enter the cafe.
Why don't you pick on men phrase "acting out an emotioning the man with assault would
week.
this
in
Alabama
Earl
Coblyn,
a
Negro
attorings
talk
for a while? Birth control
al problem" is a psychological
said that civil rights ney acting as spokesman for be signed.
always shows ADC mothers, diagnosis that probably applies King
teen-age
worried women, and
to only a small fraction of the
girls. It takes a man to make teen-age girls who get prega baby, and I think the men nant.
need your talk even more than Let's hear from some of our
women
other readers on this. I will
Mrs. J.D.
welcome letters from parents,
Dear Mrs. J. D.
teens, and anyone else who
You have a point! After all,
has an opinion!
half of the parents in the world
are men. We are willing and
anxious to do anything we can
WASHINGTON — John H. stone, Jr.. Gerard Ostreicher, which Sengstacke received Ills
to involve more men in think
Sengstacke, publisher of the the producer of the broadway Presidential appointment coning and talking about birth con
CHICAGO DAILY DEFENDER, play, "Milk and Honey," and trols the USO's out of the countrol, family planning, and re
Michigan Chronicle and the Tri Mrs. Charles Vidor, drughter of try directly.
sponsible parenthood.
Already two USO units have
State Defender has been ap- Hollywood's Jack Warner.
There are at least two reapointed by the President to the At present, there is one Presi- been organized in Viet Nam.
sons why the men are not as
Board of Governors of the Unit- dential vacancy which will be Said one member of the nainvolved: 1) It's the woman
ed Service Organization for a filled in March.
tional office "We have received
who has the baby, and 2) MI
three-year term.
The USO is composed of six a request for a third one in Viet
but one of the medically ap
Reappointed for another throe mer-Lers organizations; YWCA,
proved methods of birth conNam."
year term with Sengstacke is YMCA, National Catholic Comtrol are for women.
The Board of Governors meets
his
with
who
Blanstein,
Jacob
There's nothing we can do a
munity, National Jewish Wel- annually in March in this city;
Oil
American
founded
father
Time was when all personal timepieces were either pocket modbout number one but accept it
fare, Salvation Army, and Travand is reported to be one of the
three times a year in New
But scientists are working on
'Aid.
elers
els or wrist watches. Today, as pert Nina Paig dramatizes with
largest stockholders of Standard
and
other methods of birth control
dangIn the U. S. each USO acts York, in June, September
Presidenta selection of watches, they can be pinned, hung, strapped,
Other
Indiana.
Oil
or
970
for men. Probably by
autonomously under a charter December, The next meeting
73the
on
anywhere.
ial
appointees
serving
almost
spotted
led, and
there will be birth control pills
JOHN IL SENGSTACKE
member board are Harvey Fir but the national organization ielis June 10th.
shots for men.
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Murder In Ala.
Hobby: Dr. King

Cafe Owner Turns
Away Negro Patrons
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MEMBERS OF THE PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB had
a very pleasant meeting when Mrs. CLARENCE POPE was
hostess at the Memphin Club house in April.
After a business discussion which included plans for the
approaching Convention of the State Federation of Women's
Clubs, June 6-9, the ladies relaxed for a very entertaining feature of the evening . . .a fashion show in which models were
the grandchildren of some of the members, wearing their loveliest Easter frocks.
They were SHARON LEWIS, ROSLYN WILLIS, STEPHANIE WILLIS, HARRIET "CANDY" WALKER, ELOISE
WESTLEY, and LJILLAUNA SMITH.
The Easter theme was beautifully reflected in the food
served buffet style, and table decorations. Brightly colored
Easter egss were given to all present.
Mrs. ELEANOR OGLESBY won the lucky club prize and
Mrs. RUTH LEWIS received the lucky guest prize. Other
guest prizes were won by Mrs. MARGARET RIVERS and
Mrs. MILDRED CRAWFORD. Other guests were Mrs. ETHEL
TARPLEY, Mrs. A. W. WILLIS and Msr. HARRIET WALKER.
MRS. ANN FRANKLIN BENSON and son, ANTONIO entertained for her sister, Mrs. ALINE UPSHAW of Chattanooga,
Tenn., during the recent Easter weekend when she stopped in
Memphis enroute home from Jackson, Miss., after attending
the Allpha Kappa Alpha Regional meeting. Mrs. Upshaw is Basileus of her chapter in Chattanooga.
A few of her old acquaintances were assembled to give her
that warm Bluff City welcome and included Mr. and Mrs.
HARRY T. CASH who presented the honoree with an orchid
corsage; Mr. and Mrs. LOUIS B. HOBSON, Miss ROSA A.
ROBINSON, Mrs. HELEN HAYES, Mrs. LEOLA GILLIAM,
Miss VELMA LOIS JONES, Mr. and Mrs. WHITTIER SENGand is a teacher at Georgia
STACKE, FRANK BLUITT, Mr. and Mrs. TAYLOR HAYES,
Miss Mitchell has begun her
Avenue School.
graduate work at the UniverMr. and Mrs. TED BEAUCHAMP, Mrs. ALZORA HASTE,
Mr. Ward is a graduate of
sity of Miami in Coral Gables,
Mrs. PEARL CLARK, and Mrs. SAMELLEN WILSON and
Hamilton High School, and reher houseguest, from Brooklyn, New York. Mrs. UPSHAW reShe is a member of Delta
ceived the Bachelor's degree at
ceived lovely gifts from several of the guests.
Sigma The ta sorority, the YWSouth Carolina State College.
SPEAKING OF THE EASTER WEEKEND . . I missed
CA, an active member of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mitchell ker of Jacksonville, Fla.
Orangeburg, S. C. He is a tea.
few of the returning students in my roundup and it was
The bride-elect is a graduate Friendship Baptist church in
er of Industrial Arts at Won
realized
I
that
airport,
the
grade
from
departure
third
and a
only upon their
Jackson,
of Lane College in dyke,
Inounce the engagement ofKlon
*Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Mas- High School, Miss Massey re- High School, West Memphis,
that so many had been home on the break. They were all so 'their daughter, Miss Geraldine Tenn., where she received her teacher at the Georgia Ele- sey of 2034 S. Parkway E., an- ceived the Bachelor's degree Arkansas.
school.
plane
the
mentary
Laverne Mitchell, to T J. Wal- bachelor of arts degree
handsome and scholarly looking as they boarded
nounce the engagement of their from Allen University, Colum- The wedding has been planned
_
for many points East . .
daughter, Miss Gloria Jean Mas- bia, S. C. She is a member of for June 27 at St. Andrew AME
Miss CARLA THOMAS, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. RUFUS
sey to William Ward, son of Mr. Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Church.
and Mrs. Jimmy Ward, Sr. of
THOMAS of Kerr Avenue returned to HOWARD UNIVERSITY
2277 Zanone St.
where she is studying toward the Master's degree . . .ROBA graduate of Washington
ERT MEBANE, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT MEBANE.
Sr., 837 Boston, returned to Hampton Institute where he is an
The Northeast Memphis Beaum
outstanding member of the choir and glee club, having accoticians Chapter No. 5 holds its
and
Wash.,'
York
New
to
tour
recent
their
on
group
Pained the
! annual Beauticians Day, Sun-1
, Mrs. Edgar A. Beasley of Los was an active member of the day May 16, 1965 at the Greater
ington, D.C.
announces
junior
choir.
California
!Angeles,
give
to
assembled
CENTRAL-UNITS • WINDOW-UNITS
! Mt. Zion Baptist Church, 1414
A few of her old acquaintances were
of her The bride-elect presently re- 1 Davis St. at 3 p. m. The public
her that warm Bluff City welcome, and included Mr. and the recent engagement
FANS
JenLouise
Stella
Miss
!niece,
sides with her aunt, Mrs. Edgar is invited, and a special invitaMrs. HARRY T. CASH wha presented the honoree with an
kins to James Edward Hall, son Beasley in Los Angeles, where tion is extended to all beautiROSA
Miss
HOBSON,
B.
LOUIS
Mrs.
and
Mr
corsage;
orchid
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hall of she is a sophomore at Los An- cians.
Home Remodeling — Den Additions
Soundproof a garden?
A. ROBINSON. Mrs. IIELEN HAYES, Mrs. LEOLA GILLIAM,, Houston, Texas.
geles Metropolitan Junior Col- Mrs. Addie Mary Johnson is Don't laugh. The idea isn't
Miss VELMA LOIS JONES, Mr. and Mrs. WHITTIER SENG, Miss Jenkins is a native of. lege majoring in Elementary
Kitchens Remodeled
the president with Mrs. Viola G as silly as it may sound.
STACKE, FRANK BLUITT, Mr. and Mrs. TAYIOR HAYES, Memphis. She is the daughter Education.
Woody serving as the secretary. Few gardens exist today
F.H.A.
and
CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beauchamp, Mrs. ALZORA HASTE, Mrs.
of Mrs. Cuba Jenkins, 166 Good-1 Mr. Hall is a senior at the Rev. E. V. McGhee is pastor of where privacy isn't invaded by
FREE
ESTIMATES
PEARL CLARK, and Mrs. SAMELLEN WILSON and her
the sounds of airplanes, traffic
leeAvenue. A graduate of car-University of Southern Califor- Mt. Zion.
house guest, from Brooklyn, New York. Mrs. UPSHAW reneighbors. While you won't
in
major
a
Psychology.
with
nia
and
ver High School, she studied at
ceived lovely girts from several of the guests.
be able to eliminate these noisHe is a member of Kappa Alcan drastically
ERNEST BELL, nephew of Miss MATTIE BELL, 373 Boyd LeSloyne College, and is a form- pha Psi Fraternity.
Ohio —(UPI) es entirely, you
PAINESVILLE,
Place was a delegate to the regional meeting of Omega Psi er member of the Greater Open The couple plan a June wed. — It's against the law to carry rdduce them with a patio pool.
FURNITURE II APPLIANCE CO.
To stand the wear of outdoor
Phi fraternity which convened at Wichita, Kansas, Easter Door Baptist Church where she ding.
a concealed weapon, but Lake exposure and to enhance the
1284
Jackson Av•.
275-8451
Linat
found
sophomore
a
is
Weekend. ERNEST. recently initiated,
County sheriff's deputies
appearance of your yard, the
there isn't one against carrycoin University, Jefferson City, Mo. . . OTHA SAWYER, Jr.
surfaced
be
should
pool
patio
ing a 172-pound cannon in a with a durable, attractive and
and his sister, Brenda Ann also students at Lincoln University,
Car.
welcomed their mother, Mrs. VIRGIE M. SAWYER during
easy-to-maintain material such
Gun collector Walter Ysel o as ceramic tile. This old
the Easter break, when she traveled to Jefferson City, accomEastlake packed a Finnish- stand-by is now available in
Emilittle
and
Harry
Othella,
panied by her younger children,
made Anti.ank gun into his car more than 250 colors and
310 UNION AVE.
ly 2`,-2, and spent a pleasurable time on the campus.- She rewhen he went to visit his wife shades. To insure that you reports that she found all very happy and doing well in their
was
he
said
Ysel
can
you
at a hospital.
ceive top quality tile,
Don't be caught unprepared when the pov,er fails. afraid someone would steal it now demand that tile used be.
studies. OTHA and ERNEST are room-mates. Brenda is a
90 days or 4.000 mile warranty on
home.
at
it
left
he
freshman. All are graduates of Father Bertrand.
if
housing
extension
specialist
"quality certified" by the Tile,
University of Illinois
all late models. FREE oil for the
assotrade
and
him
stopped
America,
Hamilat
Deputies
teacher
of
Spanish
COE
Council
SNOWDEN,
MRS. BETTY
Glenda Pifer suggests that homemakers plan in adconfiscated the weapon, but ciation of domestic manufacton High School, and advisor to the Student Council, accomlife of your car.
vance to meet the problem.
could find no law against mo- turers. Such tile is certified to
panied students PATRICIA SIMPSON, president: and BARexceed the high qualithe
Ysel
And
concern.
of
is
or
primary
equal
cannon.
a
of
health
transport
Family
tor
BARA ANN THOMAS. secretary to Oak Ridge, Tenn, for the
ty standards of the United
got. his cannon back.
Bank Financing-No Fixed Down Payment
18th annual meeting of the Tennessee Association of Student special needs of babies, the
States government or it will
aged
should
the
and
be
food.
sick
canned
313
among
stuNegro
were
delegates
only
the
Councils. They
replaced.
be
$2495
1964
PLYMOUTH Sport Fury
dents and 100 advisors from forty different cities in Tennes- listed. Take into account items . Meals, of course, will be
You can make your tile pool
R
H.T., Autorn., Fact. Air, 23,000 Miles
also
should
they
simplified,
but
forthe
with
manufacturer
A
special
such as sterilized water,
shape that you
see, at the meeting which convened April 22, 23, 24.
be satisfying. Confine food pre- eign car owner in mind has in- any size and
with its surThey participated in many interesting meetings and lec- foods and drugs.
paration to daylight hours when troduced a compact kit contain- wish to conform
$1295
1963 CHEVROLET 11 300
•••
roundings. Above the pool build
tures, and heard a very interesting address by Dr. JOSEPH
possible.
ing an assortment of fuses that a basin from which running
6 Cyl., R H , Extra Clean
JOHNSON, executive assistant. to the president of the Univer- Water, light, heat and food Although orderliness is not a can replace burnouts in all modwater can fall into the pool.
sity of Tennessee on "The Effective Student Leader"; were are essential for family com- substitute for cleaning, it con- els of the Volkswagen, Merce81895
The higher the basin, the
1964 VALIANT Y-200
taken on a tour of the Atomic Energy Museum and the Atomic fort. Each person will need at tributes to the feeling that des-Benz, Porsche, MG, Austin, louder the sound of water, and
Fact. Air
R.H.,
Dr.,
4
Renault, Opel, Volvo, Fiat, Jag- the less interference you'll have
Energy Plant, during which slides were shown of new nuclear least a half gallon of water a everything is under control.
Even when standby power is uar, Morris, Sunbeam, Vaux- from outside noises. This will
day for drinking.
devices for expanding the Panama Canal.
$1495
1983 BELVEDERE
be
will
it
necessary
available,
•••
hall, Hillman, Saab and Tri- restore an atmosphere of tranDr. JOHN LANDRY, engineer at Oak Ridge, presented
4 Dr,RH, Axiom., V -B P
umph.
on
according
and,
establish
priorities
to
yard
your
-5.
to
such
quility
substitute
can
you
Or,
a
luncheon on the Peaceful use
an illustrated lecture during
warm days, make you feel
of nuclear energy. Another distinguished speaker was Dr. M. liquids as juices, soft drinks to need for appliances and wat$1895
1962 IMPERIAL
cooler.
or milk. When water supplies tage required for their opera51cCharren. executive secretary of the Tenn. Assn. of Student
2 DI., P S., P.B., Fact. Air, V.13
are shut off, sanitation becomes tion.
Councils, who is also principal of the Peabody Demonstration a problem.
Remember to unplug motor- Combine canned macaroni
School at Nashville, Tenn.
$1095
You'll need a disinfectant
1960 PONTIAC
A beer manufacturer Is test
They enjoyed many interesting activities which included for any water that you reuse driven appliances so that they and cheese with a tin of tuna
4 Dr., P.S„ P.B., R.H., Air Cond., Atuom.,
home keg unit that
a
marketing
oven
degree
400
a
in
bake
a banquet, luncheons, social, and tours of the various Places for dishwashing,
will not all start at once when and
Extra Nice
for a half hour and you've got fits into the refrigerator and
at the Oak Ridge plant. In all of the discussion meetings they Some form of lighting is nee- current comes on.
dispenses draught beer. The
casseroles
easiest
the
of
one
• ••
explored the many broad aspects affecting the High School essary to move around safely.
$1495
1963 GAL. FORD
around. Chopped onion, Green unit holds 144 ounces of beer
Student Council and the many problems that confronted the Flashlights, kerosene lamps, Overloading the circuit will pepper or pimiento pieces can and fits handily between refrigSharp
Cyl.,
6
4
Autorn.,
Dr.,
various organizations. The group was greatly inspired and candles and a fireplace can cause the fuses to burn out. be added to dress it up a bit. erator shelves.
needed light.
returned anxious to employ many of the new ideas which they provide
$2495
1964 DODGE Polara
•••
had learned. The meeting will be held in Nashville, Tennessee
V.B, Sharp
Atom., R.H., Air Cond., P S
While heat should he given
next year.
primary consideration in the
MR. AND MRS. EARNEST B. PAYNE, SR., 1800 Hunter winter, the heated area should
S 895
1962 CHEVROLET
Ave., were doubly proud this Mother's Day because of the ac- be limited. A fireplace can help
2 Dr , 6 CO., Hester, Extra Clean
complishments of their two children in recent weeks. Earnest solve light, heat and cooking
•••
Jr. was third place winner in the recent Memphis Science
$2595
1962 IMPERIAL CROWN
Fair, for his project, "The Psychological Effect of Radiation problems.
—wner,
4 Or., H. T., Green, Autorn., VA One n
hand
an
on
Keep
emergencyon Mentality". He won a $25 bond. Earnest is a tenth grade
29,000 Actual Mile,
student at Manassas High School, Cecelia, 11, a sixth grade shelf food supply of canned
meat, fruit, vegetables and
student at Vollentine School won third place nd a check for
jucies. Packaged crackers and
$5 during a Talent Show sponsored by the school's PTA. She
cookies can supplement the
very
sang "Bless This House" in a
beautiful manner.
$595
1958 CHRYL. WAGON
TO *6.0 °
She is very talented also in piano. Mr. Payne is Agency
R.H., Air Conditioned
director at Union Protective Insurance Co. Mrs. Payne is su- 7:30 p.m. will feature Intermedi$595
1959 PLYMOUTH'2 Or., Heater, Sharp
ate pupils. Approximately 70
pervisor of nurses at E. H. Crump Hospital,
pupils will take part. The stu$495
1957 PLYMOUTH V-8 Aut•nt,
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM H. PARRISII and daughter, dents are all members of the
S595
1960 PLYMOUTH
Circle,
were
Livewell
guests
JANICE of 1539
at the McKenzie National Fraternity of Student
4 Dr, H.T.
Motel in Hot Springs, for several days during their return Musicians
$695
6 C - A0000., R.H.
1960 PLYMOUTHVY
from Rochester, Minnesota and Des Moines, Iowa where they The recital will be held in the
$595
1955 PACKARD 3 5,000 la,
have been vacationing. Frequent visitors to Hot Springs. they Owen Coll( ge Auditorium, there
On The Spot Financing -EZ Tirms
enjoy the many attractions such as the Alligator Farm, Mak. will be no admission charge.
Icy Darn and State Parks which they visited before returning. Piano instructors a r e: Miss
Plymouth
Mr. Parrish is employed at the Memphis plant of the Firestone MATTIE BELL, Mrs. LEATTire and Rubber Company and Bluff City Buick. Mrs. Parrish RICE BELL, M r s. MINNIE
Chrysler
is a member of the Tenn. Democrat Women's League.
SLAUGHTER, Mrs. MII.DRED
OWEN COLLEGE PIANO DEPARTMENT will present GREEN. a n d Mrs. IIATTIE
two piano recitals: the first, Friday, May 14 at 730 p.m. will SWEARENGEN. The public is
feature elementary pupils; the second, Monday, May 17 at invited.

Miss Mitchell Plans
Wedding For June 6

Miss Gloria Massey
To Be Wed June27
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SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS. — Representing each of
the eight high schools of the city, the young people shown
above were awarded scholarships of $200 each, by the
Bluff City Educational Association last week during their
fifth annual Teachers Career Month Program. Mrs. R. IL
Morris, Scholarship Committee chairman is pictured here

Georgia
duate of
and re.egree at
College.
s a tea.
t Won
Memphis,
planned
rew AME

ITS

with the group. Front row: left to right: Miss Beverly
Jones, Manassas; Miss Natilyn Williams, Washington; Miss
Elizabeth Hill, Hamilton; Larry Mattis, Melrose; Second
row: Eddie Scott, 1,ester; Miss Juanita Vann, Carver;
James Burkins, Patterson; and Miss Shirley Walker,
Douglass (inset). — Hooks Bros. Photo

dent of the chapter, and members include Mrs. Robbie
Blaylock; Mrs. Christine Grey, Mrs. Peola Jackson, Susann
Dixon, Mrs. Ruth Mahon, Mrs. Odessa Mathews, Mrs.
Mollie B. Mathews, Mrs. Eula B. Neely, Mrs. Celeste
Moody, Mrs. Itilia Payne, Mrs. Robert E. Thomas, Mrs.
Calmra Shells, Mrs. Earnestine Robinson, Mrs. Audrey Tani.
ferro, Mrs. Rosa Taylor, Mrs, Victoria Thomas, Mrs. Hattie
B. Tuggle, Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, Mrs. Fannie Wilson, Mrs.
Theodore Lewis, the co-chairman; Mrs. Viola G. Woody,
chairman; and Miss Rubye Henderson. (B. T. McChriston
Photo)

Negro Woman 1st To Serve In Ga. House

ATLANTA — (U1'1) — Seven her strength in the chamber unopposed in the general elec.- bert
Wells of Watkinsville by
Negroes, the first since recon- where few GOP lawmakers Lion.
34 votes.
wbre called in to assist in ex- lAubrey Twins Signed
struction, were assured of elec- have sat since shortly after
Klan Grand Dragon Calvin Former house speaker Marplaining its operations.
tion and a Ku Klux Klan Grand the civil war.
Craig ran a poor second in his vin Moate, who presided durThe East African airlines of- HOLLYWOOD — (N P D — Dragon was defeated in final
ing the Griffin administration,
Thirteen Negroes were nom- Democratic primary battle was defeated
by ,0%ep. Asa M.
ficial was particularly impres- Two of the nation's most per- returns from primary elections
inated for the general election against businessman G. D. Marshall in liantrock and Putsed
with
Ethiopian's pilot sonable Negro performers, the that ended rural domination of
on June 26, and seven will take Adams. He blamed his defeat nam counties.
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia —is chairman of the board of di- training center where all phasAubry Twins, have been sign- Georgia's reapportioned House
(NPI)—A step forward to great- rectors of the East African car- es of ground and air instrucseats. Georgia has two Negro on voter apathy.
The elections were called
ed
to
a
recording
contract
by of Representatives.
er unity and closer cooperation rier corporLtion.
tion are included.
state senators, but no Negroes Negroes have a theoretical after a federal court upheld the
Warner Brothers, it was an- Powerful rural bloc leaders
was seen recently when Ethio- The visit, NPI learned. was Under this
currently serve in the house. chance of winning nine seats legislature's bill reapportionprogram a stupian Airlines and East African made by the EAAC chairman
nounced recently by their and political supporters of
ing the House. There were 141
dent becomes a licensed twin.
One of the Negro victors wi.,s in June i white opposition seats to be filled. The court
manager, Stanley
Airways officials met during a to examine Ethiopian Airlines engine
Chafsom. f o r ni e r segregationist
first officer after 19
Gov.
can
be
overcome. Twelve of held that 64 "embers unaffec..The contract culminates three
Julian Bond, 25-year-old publicvisit by chief A. S. Fundikira facilities so that some of its months
of intensive work in the
years of grueling rehearsals Martin Griffin also were de- ist for the Student Nonviolent the Negro nominees are from ell by redist,icting would nJt
of Tanganyika. Chief Fundikira progressive activities can be
Ethiopian Airlines facilities.
and personal appearances feated in the special federal Coordinating
Committee Fulton County (Atlanta) and have to run ;,:zain.
incorporated into the East Afri- He also
Peapportionmeot gave Atexpressed great in- They were warmly received court-ordered primaries. Only (SNCC). He faces Negro Recan
airways'
operation.
Oldsters
terest in Ethiopia's technical on the Johnny Carson "To- about one fourth of the state's publican opposition regarded the other is running in Mus- lanta 24 seats compared with
County
cogee
(Columbus).
three before. Adjoining heavily
The two million surviving Assigned as host and to or- service base. The base has the night" national television show registered vote turned out,
as weak.
Among the major casualties populated DeK alb County's
ganize a program of inspection most modern and sophisticated and recently
completed a
veterans of World War One
stepublicans
nominated
30
Mrs.
Grace
Hamilton
I.
will
of
the old regime in the house representation
of facilities and discussions was testing equipment and the only cross-country tour of
was
jumped
30 states. candidates for the June 26 gen- become the first Negro woman was Rep. George B. Brooks
average 70 years of age, ac- Ato Semret Medhane,
from three to 12. Better repredeputy complete fan jet engine over- The youthful stars have not eral election, two of
whom are In history to serve in the of Crawford, a rural bloc lead- sentation also was granted
cording to the Veterans Ad- general manager of the airline. haul base
to
on the African con- had a weekend off since No- unopposed, and were expected House. She defeated a white
er who had served 22 years. Columbus, Savannah, Augusta,
ministration.
Ethiopian's department heads tinent.
vember, 1964.
to increase their seven-mem- Georgia Tech student, and is He was defeated by Rep. Hu- and
Macon.

Ethiopia, East Africa
•In New Airways Deal

•

0
.
451

TEN BEST DRESSED WOMEN — A surprise event during the recent Seasonal Tea sponsored by the Northeast
Memphis Beauticians chapter No. 5 at the Beauticians'
Building was the selection of the 10 best dressed women
present. From left, they are Mrs. Melvina Cash, Mrs.
Josephine Wiley, Mrs. Mary Cavett, Mrs. Emma Alien,
Mrs, Christine Graham, Mrs. M. C. Smith, Mrs. Gertrude
Booker, Mrs. Arthur Herring, Mrs, Clarence Geer, and
Mrs. Ingram Cole, Sr., Mrs. Vavett was narrator for the
fashion program. Mrs. Addle Mary Mary Johnson is presi-
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Full size Chevrolet Pick-UP Trucks Onlv
Includes all factory equipment—you pay only $51 down and $51 per month
for 36 months! Hurry! See the big selection—all sizes—at the new and
used truck center of the Mid-South!

COUPE

Full size Impala Sport Coupe, including all factory equipment.
You pay only $69 down and $69 per month for 36 months.

. $ 895

. $2595

BRAND NEW 1985

MORE THAN 50 SALESMEN TO
SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES!
Visit All The Big Hoehn Locations During This Big
Bonanza Gclid Rush Sale! Open 'Till 9 P.M. Every Night!•

•

•

DOWN BUYS ANY
CAR ON THE LOT!

Over 300 OK Used Cars—The Blount Selection of TOP Quality
Used Cars In Memphis!

CHEVROLET
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST

DEALER

New Car Showrooms: 367 Union / 2989 Summer
Used Car City:
370 Union /2989 Summer
Truck Center: 429 Union

round them like bees around a present days of exploration in
hive. These realizations prodded space, dreamers have dreamed
dreams, and these dreams have
and fed his dream.
come true.
Dr. Walker shared his dream
SAW DREAM FULFILLED
with his son, A. Maceo Walker,
The late Dr. Walker, the
who became a co-partner in the
By BLAIR T. RUNT, Pastor of pie at the helm and giving em- dream, which gave us two dreamer, the doer, lived to see
his dream come true. Today we HUMBOLDT—The 13-year-old
Miss. Blvd. Christian Church Iployment to others, a type of
Years ago a tuneful lyric wasijob denied his people by other dreamers, one in the autumn of call his dream The Tri-State grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Benlife, and the other in life's Bank of Memphis, noteworthy nie Sims, of Humboldt is the
sung by many. It goes, "DidIfinancial institutions.
home of the 'blues, and also subject of 10 pages of pictures
You Ever See A Dream Walk-I The late Dr. Walker realized springtime.
ing?" and is answered in the that his people had been kept' Dreamers are architects of home of the Tri-State Bank of and articles in the prominent
Memphis.
science magazine, "Weather,"
next line, "Well, I Did."
out of the mainstream of
whose minds work
under the title, "Home WeathToday I can ask you the America's economic life, and
From the days of The late Dr. Walker, has folderman•"
'same question, and I can give that denials had swarmed acotton gin to these ed his tent and moved on to the
The young scientist is the son
you the same answer. You may
great realm of silence, but he
of Mr. and Mrs. John Sims, Sr.,
ask, "W h a t?" "W h e n?"
passed on his dream to his of New York City and nephew,
"Where?"
dream co-partner, the scholarly of Miss Enid Sims, a teacher at
The answer is: "The Tri-State
business genius, A. Maceo Wet. Stigall High School.
Bank of Memphis in the year ot
Mr. Sims built his own
Our Lord, 1946, 386 Beale St.,
ker, who with the
courageousj YotluileT
Nationalstations,cieenneteere
Memphis on the Mississippi."
diplomat, Jesse Turner, and
the
Contest,
A dreamer, the late Dr. Jovice president George W. Lee, a and won a prize.
seph Edison Walker, a man
competent
board,
and
a loyal Although the government emwearing the name of the Old
Testament dreamer, interpreter,
staff, have continued to drzam, ploys more than 6,500 people in
and doer of dreams, Joseph,
and have extended it to 222 N. various centers to watch, describe, and predict weather, in
son of Jacob, dreamed a wistmany sections, the home weath- discoveries of the young scienful dream.
erman, like young Sims, emerg- tist have their limitations beTwentieth
Century
Joseph, the
dreamers and multitude of es with self-made instruments, cause of limited space, his indreamer, dreamed of a great
financial institution rising from
friends of the Tri-State Bank." ready to give his views on what, terest in the science of meteothe ashes of the old Solvent and
Now we have a two-fold reali- I how, and where the weather rology make him feel that some
miight be in some secluded little day he may be able to reveal
Fraternaj Bank,-ashes wet with
zation of dreamers: one on
tears of insolvency.
more interesting and profound
Beale and one on Main, and it Although the predictions and facts about the weather.
SPECIAL AREA
does not yet appear just how
The institution that he dreamed about was one with his peofar these dreams will go.

Youth Featured In
'Weather' Magazine

Protest Racial Imbalances
In St. Paul, Minn. School
AND
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NEW YORK — NAACP national director for education
members, more than 200, programs, at a special meeting
marched last weekend in front with the Board of Education in
of the St. Paul, Minnnota City February, urged the Board "to
Hall to protest the failure of act without any further deschool and City officials to cor- lay" on the report of its own
rect racial concentration in the citizens committee which recognized the educational harm
public schools.
The protest march was call- of defacto segregated schools
ed by delegates attending the and recommended the adoptipn
mid-west NAACP regional of policy and specific plans ‘to
Meeting in St. Paul and the correct racial imbalances.
The special citizens commit.
local NAACP Branch.
The marching demonstra- tee was appointed by the Board
last
year after Lewis and Miss
tion triggered critical comments by the St. Paul Mayor Shagaloff charged that the majority of Negro students were
who later addressed the Regional Meeting which, in turn, concentrated in two elemendrew an angry rebuttal from tary and one junior high school.
Donald Lewis, head of the St. During the tense meeting,
Paul NAACP, and Leonard Lewis read a letter from the
chairman of the special citi•
Carter, Regional Director.
The NAACP officials charged zens committee to its memit "most disturbing" that school bers:
officials in St. Paul, Minneso- "To begin with, you will reta's Capitol City and the home call that our Committee w as
of thd vice-president of the deliberately and intentionally
United States, were refusing to chosen by the School Board to
act on the problem of de.facto represent as broad a spectrum
segregated schools.
as possible of community
Lewis and June Shagaloff, opinion. . .

Fla., (NPI) — A Of roach poison and swallowed
Tampa man took a portion of it.
roach poison one night in an Then, according to police, the
eflort to force his common-law distraught Man followed this
wife of seven years to remain episode with a laxative, which
mule him violenJy Iii for about 0)1
with him.
an hour.
Police said John Perkins was
No charges were filed against
rushed to Tampa General hospital where his stomach was Perkins for his attempt at suipumped. He was held briefly cide.
for observation and then released.
According to the police reOne answer to a long, dull
port, Perkins and his wife, stretch of wall la a llitle work
Louise, had been separated and a wall mural. A relatively
about two weeks. He went to Inexpensive wall mural set that
see her, and managed to per will cover 112 square
feet Is desuade her to return to his home.
signed with the novice wallOnce at his place, Perkins
attempted to hays her agree paper hanger in mind. No sizto move back in with him, but ing of previously painted or
she was reluctant to do so. Per- paper walls is necessary and
kins then grabbed up a tube the rolls are Pre-trim
med.

So, What's New?

Plans For Their First af Affair

President Leonard Hay's discussing
plans with the W-L-0-Vs beautiful
Joleart Sawyer.
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FREEMAN'S WAREHOUSE AIR CONDITIONER SALE
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HIGH CAPACITY ADMIRAL ROYAL SERIES AIR CONDITIONERS LET YOU ENJOY DRY-COOLED AIR IN
SEVERAL ROOMS-,-EVEN AN ENTIRE HOUSE.

Sleepmaster models in 6,000 to 8,000 BTU capacities provide
extraiquiet cooling for rooms up to 575 sq. ft. Available for
throughithe.wall installation or with FAST MOUNT feature (as
illustrated) which permits easy do-it-yourself Installation, In
windows of varying widths up to 40' wide. Weather-resistant
aluminum frame and expanding side panels hold securely In
Windows, yet you can install the unit in minutes. Handsomely
styled with wood-grain vinyl front.
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Superbly engineered ... conscientiously manufactured... rigidly
tested at every step in its production, the Fedders power plant
reflects the highly developed skills and techniques of an organization thgt has specialized in heat transfer and comfort control for
SIX decades. The finest components are used at no extra cost to
Fedders owners because of mass purchasing and production economies available only to the world's largest selling air conditioner.

Call or come in to sec) Scott for
your Furniture or Wig needs With the purchase of $390.00
or mor• you will receive Min
100% Human Hair Wig of your
cheic• of color.

Coll or cons* hut. see Shannon
for year Furniture needs./ With
the purchase of $390.00 worth
of Furniture, you will receive
MI a 100% Human Hair Wig
of your choice of color.

JAMES T. SHANNON
Asst. ,
1 1•14 Sol. Manager
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Mother Of 12 Honored
At Delta's Breakfast

dull
work
vely
that
dewallsizor
and

Delta Sigma Theta SGeority twith a firm in Los Angeles.
presented its 19th annual Break- Mrs. Joyce Ford Miller is
fast for Milady on Saturday, employed in a clerical position
May 8, at Club Paradise, cli- at Leader Federal Savings
maxing its annual May Week Bank in Memphis; John Ford
Observance May 2-9,
is a CPA with Western ElecThe largest attendance in tric Corporation of Chicago.
Breakfast history, it was a very Emmett Ford is employed at
beautiful audience, with ladies the Memphis Army Depot;
fashionably dressed for the Harold Ford is a student at
morning, wearing unusually at- Tennessee State University;
tractive hats. They arrived Vera Ford is a senior at Gee.
early and were well in place ter High School; James and
when the broadcasting of the Ophelia Ford are students at
entire event was heard over Mitchell Road School; and Joradio station WLOK, featuring seph and Edmund Ford are
Mrs. Jolene Sawyer, announ- students at Walker Elementary
cer for the station, who charm- School.
ed the ladies as she shared an- After presentation of the anouncing duties with Miss Mose ward by the Sorority, Mr. Ford,
Yvonne Brooks, president of made a brief presentation, sayDelta and Mrs. Norma Griffin, ing that the family was not
chairman of May Week.
surprised at her being chosen,
Much suspense awaited the because it was how the family
announcement of the "Mother had considered her all along.
of the Year" by Miss Rosa A. He then presented her with a
Robinson, chairman of the dozen red roses and kissed her
Mother of the Year Committee. before the admiring audience. BIBLE QUIZ CHAMPIONS — Samuel
standing at left. Mr. Branch, a student at
CERTIFICATES
'She is Mrs. N. J. Ford, wife of
Branch and Miss Patricia Jackson, left,
Mitchell High school, and Miss Jackson, a
the director of N. J. Ford and Four outstanding local womwon top honors in a four-state Bible Quiz
student at Booker T. Washington High
Sons Funeral Home, 219 Jou- en received Certificates of
contest held at the recent South Central
school, represented Tennessee in the conbert. Truly surprised, she Recognition for civic service
Conference Youth Congress in the Melrose
test competing with champions from Milo
beamed happily as her family beyond the call of duty, and
High school auditorium, and here they re'
sissippl, Alabama and Kentucky.—(Memarched in from outside to es- their humanitarianism. They
cort her to the stage.
Christen Photo)
are: Mrs. Rufus Thomas, Mrs. ceive congratulations from Elder Ralph P.
Peay, secretary of the Youth Department,
A very soft-mannered per- Katie Sexton, Mrs. Charlie
son, she has endeared herself Morris, and Mrs. Margaret Dato all with whom she comes in vis.
youth for better adult generacontact. Mrs. Ford has found Tuition scholarships were ation in the Great Society spovostlexi
time from her busy life as a warded to LeAloyne College,
ken of by the National Admin1ND MRS. GEORGE T. ROWAN.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. henry Dishroom homemaker for a family o Owen College, and Memphis
istration be hastened into rewere honored with a wedding reception
of Chicago. Both are students at Indiana twelve children and a husband State University. Cash awards
cognition.
in the Lounge Room of Universal Life InState University, Terre haute, Indiana to participate and give of her- were made to Junior Miss,
This information was supplisurance Company on Saturday, April 17.
where the groom is a senior, and the bride, self to various community, civ- Miss Patricia D. Martin of
ed by Mr. Wright, Corps DiThe bride is the former Miss Jana Louise
a junior. A large number of friends and ic and religious endeavors. She Melrose High School, $100.00;
rector of Education and CounDavis daughter of Mrs. Louise A. Davis
selling.
relatives were present to offer congratula- is a member of Ford Chapel first runner-up, Miss Georgette
AME
Zion Church. She is a Alexander of Carver High
and Edgar H. Davis, Jr., and the groom
Also present was Mr. James
tions to the happy couple.--(Withers Photo)
very active member of the School, $50.00 and second run•
Christopher, Academic
titvitival;" and Leonard
Parent-Teacher Associations of ner up, Miss Lillian A. Sueing, Council of Collins Chapel CME
"The place of Counselling for Instructor, NYC as a special
Walker
Elementary
School, Manassas High, 925.00. Consolarecently held its annu- a Sustained Career in Stabiliz- guest with Mrs. Christopher.
Mitchell Road School and Gee- tion prizes were awarded oth- Church
Mrs. Manic Suttles was genal meeting in the form of a ing the Economy."
ter High School. Mrs. Ford is er contestants.
eral chairman and the Rev.
a member of the Ella Brad- Music was given by the Del- Town House Forum. The coun- Under the direction of Miss. William Smith host pastor.
shaw Charity Club and presi- ta Ensemble. Mrs. Charlotte cil, as an official affiliate of A. Addison, moderator, the
dent of the Ladles Auxiliary of Brooks was at the organ.
the National Council of Negro panel gave the history and opthe Bluff City Funeral Direc- Mrs. Dorothy B. Evans was Women and the United Church erational rules and policies of Eat And Play Candy Box
tors Association.
chairman of Breakfast; Mrs. Women used as its theme, the corps as it pertains to the The Swiss have come up with
THE CHILDREN
Lorene Osborne was chairman "Our Task for these Times" well-being of the participants, a package that not only feeds
eligibility, recruit- children candy, but entertains
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —;in affidavits put into the House credit to the great stale of Ala- As a mother, she has inspired of Junior Miss Contest; Mrs. with an emphasis on govern- covering
bama. They are a disservice her children to go forward in Eleanor Currie was Chairman mental outlook to its citizens. me'nt and assignment for job them at the same time, reports
Two Northern House Republi- record by Dickinson.
important 4 endeavors. of Fashions; Mrs. Ernestine The council forum panel con- and educational training.
Modern Packaging McGrawcans denounced an Alabima "There simply is no basis for to the underlying principles of many
colleague's charges of sexual the charges that were made," both our political parties. I Her daughter, 'Mrs. Barbara Cunningham and Mrs. Pearl sisted of officials of the Neigh- Officials were asked to what Hill publication. The candy
misconduct during the Selma Lindsay said
were
Chairmen of hood Youth Corps., Panel mem- extent the community could comes in a tubular paperboard
hope I am reflecting the con- Ford Branch is a teacher at Bruce
Rep. Edward Boland, D. sensus of the Republican party Spring Valley High School, Charm Clinic. Mrs. Bernice A- bers and agencies represented participate in strengthening container topped by a paper
civil rights demonstrations.
were Rev. S. L. Higgins, "Ed- the program and how best it parrot. Every time a child takes
They said the charges were Mass., joined in the condem- when I suggest that our
party Plermont, N.Y. Melvin Ford is bron was 'chairman of Flower
groundless and that the GOP nation of Dickinson's remarks. offers no sanctuary for such a Clinical Technician in Los Committee. Mrs. Emogene W. ucation:" James Wright, "Cur- could cooperate to the end that a piece of candy out of the botoffers no haven for anti-rights Boland and Conte together tactics."
Angeles, Calif. Louie Ford Wilson was chairman of Publi- riculum Development for a bet- the total economic level be ra- tom of the tube, the parrot
ter total citizen;" Miss. M. ised and better elements of cit- "bends down to see what is
went to Selma at the height
forces.
holds a managerial position city.
Only
a
half
dozen
members
Reed, "Special Needs of the In- izenahip he instilled in today's going on."
of
recent
race
tension there,
Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, RMass., told the house that re- on the weekend after the slay- were on the floor for Conte's
marks by Rep. William L. ing of the Rev. James Reeb, at late afternoon speech, which
Dickinson, R-Ala., about al- the request of speaker John W. was not announced in advance.
A large attendance was on
leged immoral acts on the part McCormick.
of rights demonstrators were "The spectacle I witnessed hand for Dickinson's speech,
"trumped up humbug" calcu- in .Selnia was hardly spurioua which had received advance
lated to avert the public gaze and without dignity," Conte
attm serious social evils in said. "It was thrilling, how- notice.
\Wbarns.
ever. I saw the leaders of all Conte said he had delayed Alabama Negroes and local persons who attended a CORE.
He called Dickinson's speech faiths . . united on the com- his answer in an effort to avoid civil rights workers will
march sponsored mass rally apparentto the House on April 27 "one mon ground of human rights Intemperate remarks. How- on
city hall today to protest the
ever, he said that after full
ly supported that contention.
of the most reckless attempts and understanding. . .
political
power
structure
that
at character assassination, and "If the dignity and respect- consideration he still could see
Charles Sparks, chairman of
allegedly
encourages
northern
no justification for what Dickcondemnation
by
innuendo, ability of these leaders have
"hypocrisy"
toward
racial the local CORE chapter, said
that this chamber has ever been disfigured, it is the fault inson said.
part of the problem is getting
seen." lie said Dickinson's re- of the disease, not the cure "I think rather what we problems.
marks were better suited "to which they have sought to ad- have seen is an application of The drive also will attempt to Negroes to help themselves.
the walls of the washroom." minister. The blame lies with one of the oldest tricks in the overcome apparent Negro apa- Herbert Callender, CORE
Rep. John Lindsay, R-N. Y., the sickness, and, above all, book," he said. "It has been thy toward the civil rights field secretary, said the city
said he had queried numerous with those who revive and pro- an effort to discredit what is movement.
hall march would continue
responsible persons present at long that sickness by trying to to some an unpopular social Since their arrival Wednes- daily until Walsh guarantees
day, 19 Alabama Negro and the ,them their rights. Ile said the
Selma and during the march discredit the doctors who would movement. It is a
tactical
from Selma to Montgomery, eradicate it."
would
probably
smoke screen, thrown up to Congress of Racial Equality southerners
(CORE) have focused on this demoastrate in other upstate
and that none reported any "Such tactics reflect no blind the public to a far
more city
to prove that northern I cities toward the end of the
.such events as those reported credit on this body. They do no serious social evil."
May 5 thru May 19
whites talk about desegrega- t week.
—
tion but "do nothing about it." Picketing against Niagara
$30.00 Off Any Purchase Price'
Mayor William F. Walsh has Mohawk Power Corp. and doortermed the demonstrations a to-door canvassing to roundup
of Any. Wig Wain Wig
"complete and disnial fiasco" support will continue, Callenwithout local support. The 75 der said.

Youth Corps Officials
Presented At Collins

%OP Solons Attack Charge
Of Misconduct I n Selma

50 Negro Business Leaders To
Motivate Students For Jobs

y ROSEMARIE BROOKS eliminating an area of major ing were Joe Black,
Marketing
EFENDER WASHINGTON focus.
Specialist with G reyhound
BUREAU — Nearly 50 Negro Don Thomas, an attorney
Lines;
William
Farrow,
Comon
business executives will hit the loan to PCEEO from American monwealth Edison Co., Harry
speaker's circuit this mont h. Airlines, is the coordinator
for Porterfield, CBS all from ChiTheir goal wit! be to motivate the program. In fact, it was cago.
students to seek the jobs that Mr. Thomas who bought the
Others, from Detroit are Ernare becoming a ,ailable in pri- idea into the committee.
est L. Brown Jr. Michigan
vate industry.
Consolidated 1.55; Folande H.
This is a joint effnit between He spoke before a group of
Chambers, vice president,
the President's Committee on youngsters in Ala., and the reDavidson Brothers, Inc.; TillEqual Employment Opportunity sponse was so enthusiastic he mar.
Dozier, Ford Division;
felt other young executives
and the Plans for Progress
motivate the youngsters Lowell Perry, Chrysler Corp;
companies who will loan their could
Ross E. Taylor, Ford Division;
minority execu:i-es for the too.
Some of the Chicago execu- and Charles Wexler, Chrysler
month-long crash program.
tives here for the 116 day meet- Corporation, all from Michigan.
They met in Washington two
days last week to plan the program whieL has the endorsement of Dr. Frederick Patterson, president of the United Negro College Fund.
The More than 85 men and
women executives were briefed
Ali the vice-president, the secreWY of Labor W. Williard Wirtz,
and Hobart Tayleir, executive
vice-chairman of PCEEO.
Saie Mr. Taylor, "T hese
young men have a wonderful
story to tell our high school and
college youngsters. Many of
them became successful long
before the federal government
had the concern it now has. The
opportunities are there. I want
our youngsters to know that
training pays off."
The vice-president told t h e
private industry pf moults' attending the meeting he hoped
they would "wash away cynicism by the example of your
presence."
Now geared for the month of
May, it is hoped by many members of the PCE E 0 that the
Tootoessaparoosit toserenty oesitinala ONLY
advisory council of the commitfrom your nutlike dealer.
* will consider this program

it

V- next fall. Many of the southern schools are closing thus

541 Valet

IA 7-111116

. .,
140.04
Mrs. Frances Miller

Who was first
to wrap up_ case:
ScotlandYard or
Alexander Gordon?
Scotland Yard started
sleuthing in 1890. Mr.
Gordon over a century
tr)
before. Came up with
.
his brilliant solution in
London, 1769. The
bright flavoured, brittle-dry gin, that's now GORDON'S illi
one of England's most
C:
venerable institutions. -j
I
Biggest-seller throughDi LIED a'•
out England, America,
i loilooNDRY ,1
the world. And quite ,0 ....Giii.... :'
possibly the one case
......".:-.........r.”-•
more celebrated than
T41-.,:fA•FT.,
any of Scotland Yard's. It-gh.
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Styles to Please Each Individual
Personality - Styles By Specially
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take
Advantage of Our Special Styling
- Offer on Tuesday & Wednesday
Only $3.00.

May 5 thru May 19

OFF ANY PURCHASE PRICE
OFF ANY WIG WAM WIG
Approved Credit Applications
— No Money Down
12 Months To Pay
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Grider Reports On Troop
Action In The Caribbean

111 Students Make
Geeter Honor Roll

geant Bobby Walker, Shelby men half a world away fighting
By Congressman
Four persons
made
the Harrison, Christine Hemphill,
County's first casualty in the and dying in Southeast Asia.
GEORGE W. CRIDER
Principal's honor roll with av- Brenda House, Paulette
.
Jo
International crises continued Caribbean fighting. He was hit
erages of 95 at Geeter High Dorothy Love, Lois Nelo
Their presence in the front lines
to huddle over Washington last by a sniper's bullet in Santo Doschool
for
the
fifth
six-week
Berta
Patton,
Catherine
Oliver,
is just as important today as it
week as the President sent mingo and evacuated to Walter
period, and 107 others the reg- Cecile Powell, Lewistine Ray,
was in Korea and in World War
troops into the Dominican Re- Reed Army Hospital here in
ular honor roll with B averages. Margaret Ray, Jessie Rhoden,
Washington for surger yto republic.
On the Principal's honor roll Herman Jones, Ernest Payne,
Last week the Congress backThe initial move was to pro- move a blood clot.
were Samuel Kelly, tenth grade, Elrudia Tipton, Mamie Towned
up
the
President's
move
by
tect American lives and proper- His mother, Mrs. Frances
and three ninth grade students, send, David Williams, Annie
ty as a revolution swept through Walker of 2699 Merle in Mem- approving an appropriation of
,Bobby Ware, Dorothy Williams Chandler, and Sarah Cleveland.
furtherance
million
for
the
$700
the Caribbean Island. But the phis, and his wife, the former
and Oscar Williams.
NINTH GRADERS
leadership of the revolution soon Virginia Tully of Whitehaven, of our military efforts. In the
Seniors on the honor roll Geeter freshmen on the list
House
there
were
only
seven
are
here
communists
with
him.
—
faltered, and
' are Lillie Arnold, Mary Bobo, are Larry Campbell, Harry
many trained in Cuba — began Sergeant Walker was up walk- dissenting votes; in the Senate,
Vivian Browley, Annette Car- Cash, Willie Clinton, Estella
jog around. His doctors assured only three members voted no. I
taking over,
bins, Mae Crump, Dorothy Har- Banks, Rayverne Baskin, DevIt would have been better if me that he was in "real good was impressed by the fact that
daway, Mildred Johnson, Ulan- era Booker, Elnora Bradford,
members of the Organization of shape" end would be home on even a violent dictatorship could
da Johnson, Lorine Lesure, Themes Byrd, Allen Dugger,
American States could have met convalescent leave at an early not have gotten the speed that
Barbara Love, Josephine Mae- Eieria Edward, Reseda Ford,
and sent in a joint force of date. The young man's morale a democracy can muster when
key, Everteen McIntyre, Ver- Albert Fleming and Joyce
troops. As it is now, the United was high. In fact, he wants to our freedom is challenged.
lene McIntyre, Helen Meeks, Gates.
States is the whipping boy in go back to do "his part" in the The United States has had
and Robert Matthew.
Also Inez Green Peggy Hall
thrust upon it the leadership of
Latin America, with emotional, Caribbean.
Also Carolyn Nathaniel, Wil- Tommy Ware, Herbert Henthose forces which oppose comOTHERS IN FIGHT
extremist elements stoning our
lie
Mae Parham, Georgia derson, Mary Jones, Eugene
embassies and castigating our Other soldiers and Marines munism. This mission is worldSmith,
Frederick
Sinclair, Lockland, Wyzadia Lewis, Leo
Government. Our action smacks from Shelby County are on duty wide and solutions to the many
Mary Ware, Bertha Williams, Moore, Shirley Mose, Bev
in Santo Domingo. We also have problems will not come easily.
of "gunboat diplomacy."
Gwendolyn Williams, and Olga Nelson, Josephine Owen, Ph
THE ONLY COURSE
Jean Wilson.
lis Phillips, Myrtis Reed, Lula
MECHANICS AND TEACHER — Holding
Washington seniors, standing with William
No other course could be purRussell, Charline Scott, Levon
JUNIORS ON LIST
trophies awarded to top mechanics in a
B. Parker, veteran teacher of auto mecsued, however. The lives of alJunior honor roll students Smite, Pamela Starks, Larry
statewide competition for student automomost a thousand American citihanics at the school. The students took two
d
Williamsia
ilcikem
r,s BaohlmieW
are Minnie Alston, Levi Bal. Tu
bile mechanics held recently at the Memzens were in danger. The local
hours and 39 minutes to repair 10 faults
John Whitfield.
four, Margaret Banks, Debris
authorities in Santo Domingo
phis Fairground are, from left, Horace
on a new car to take third place in the
Brookins, Ruby Carter, Veola
had notified the United States
Slaughter and Calvin Taylor, Booker T.
event.
Clark, Jacqueline Gooch, Nias Visiting Hours
ambassador that they were unHarris, Sylvia Jackson, Dora NEW YORK — (UPI) —
able to maintain order and could
en trophies, with a trip to Jones, Elton Hyman, Sandra
Americans made 844 million
not be responsible.
Chrysler
Plymouth's national King, Shirley Mann, Ruby Mc- visits to
JACKSON, Tenn. — The prin- ices of the Detroit Council of(
physicians during the
So the Marines and members
trouble
shooting
finals to be Intyre, Beverly Nathaniel, Melcipal, taculy and student body Churches on all radio and tele- St
12-month period ending June,
of the 82nd Airborne Division
held
in
Detroit
in
June.
High
school
have
made vision stations in the area.
of East
va 011ie, Sammie Oliver, LauU.S. National Health
moved onto the island — first
The best and most promising ra Owens, Inez Reed, Lillian 1964, the
GRADUATES
Wifinal preparations for their fifth
reports.
protect American lives; then toi
student mechanics will share Rowan, Grace Ware, Joyce Survey
annual closing exercises, and The sixty-six seniors who will
The figure includes telephone
prevent a communist take-over.
some $16,000 in scholarship
the public is invited.
receive diplomas during the
Ward, Gloria Smith and Ruby- consultations. This averages
There are several young men
money being offered at the stean
The baccalaureate ant corn commencement exercises arer.
Taylor.
out to 4.5 visits for each perfrom Shelby County involved in mencement exercises for the 66
June meeting.
Sophomore honor students son in the U.S. civilian nonthe conflict, so the war strikes graduating seniors will be held Annette Anderson, Carolyn An- In state wide competition for third place. Their teacher is Other contestants in the
Fairderson, Minnie Bell, Bruce Ben- student high school auto me- veteran auto
pretty close to home.
mechanics teach- ground competition included are Lovie Hardaway, Carolyn institutional population.
on Sunday May 16, et 3 p. m., son, Alice Bray, Eddie Britton, chanics, a team
from Booker er William B. Parker of 1279
VISITS CASUALTY
three other teams from Memand on Wednesday evening, May Annie Carter, Berder Cole, Dav- T. Washington High
school won College at.
This week I visited with Serphis, two from Nashville, and
19 at S p. m.
id Curry, Lizzie Curry, Joyce third place in the interracial
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
one each from Somerville and
Res. Arthur L. David, dean Daniel, Jimmy Dixson, Frank contest held at
the Memphis The winning teams were giv- Jackson.
of the chapel of Lane college, Fenner, Edna Fields, Bobby Fairgrounds.
will deliver the vesper sermon. Gill, Gladys Glenn, Henry GodHe is a graduate of Lane col- win, Jerry Godwin, Elmer Student mechanics from
FOR MEN WHO CAN'T GET A
lege and the Interdenominetion- Greer, Johnnie Greer, Sam Memphis Technical High took
first place, while a two-man
CLEAN, SMOOTH SHAVE WITH
al Theological Center in Atlanta, Hawkins, Jr.
team from Whitehaven High
fellowship
received
a
where
he
A RAZOR, OR A DEPILATORY.
Also Allene Hill, Archie Hol- school came in second.
from the Rockefeller Foundaland, Emma Hoyle, Justine The boys
raced each other
tion. He is a mem'ter of the
Hoyle, Mary Hultman, Sammie
and the clock to find and re- The Tennessee Congress of
board of Education for the city
Ruby Bryant, who was a consulArthur Lancaster, Jr.,
Joiner,
pair malfunctions in 10 new
of Milan, Tenn., awl serves as
Shirley McCaney, Foster ManParents and Teachers met re- tant for one of the workshops.
automobiles. Professional
pastor of the Dyer and Rutherley, Benjamin Marshall, Jr.,
ford Circuit of the CAIE church.
chanics
from
Chrysler-Ply- cently at Howard High School Music was provided by the
Hattie Marshall, Mary Martin,
RADIO MINISTER
mouth Corporation placed 10 in Chattanooga.
Foote and Cleaborn Home ChorWillie Martin.
Delivering the commencement
faults in each vehicle.
The highest of the session was us of Memphis, who came on its
And
Phillip
Meachem,
Cora
address will be Rev. Jacob C.
It took Memphis Tech stu- the addresses delivered by Dr. own to appear on the program.
Ogles-by a native of Memphis, Morrow, Odell Norman, Char- dents Kenneth Ulrich
and Da- Darlene T. Hudson, Tennessee The group, under the direction
who graduated from Lane Col- lene Newbern, Sanford New- vid Archer
an hour and 35 State University and Eugene T.
of Mr. Samuel Spann was given
lege and earned his masters bern, Edna Pack, Grover Pan- minute to take first
place by
and bachelor of divinity degrees key, Paul Pearson, Mildred Pir- repairing the vehicle
Carothers, Cameron High School a standing ovation for their perassigned
1
k,
tie,
Eugene
Tommy
P
o
from Howard university in
Nashville.
formance.
Prince, Jessie Reid, Johnnie to them.
Washington D. C.
Telegrams were sent to Pres- The president, expressed apWHITFHAVEN
Robertson,
SECOND
Marilyn
Rollins,
Rev. Oglesby has served as
ident
SenaLyndon
B.
Johnson,
college chaplain and instructor Marvin Rogers, L. C. Ross, Among the faults they re- tors Ross Bass and Albert Gore, preciation to the group for their
at Florida Normal and Indus-Francis Shivers, Curtis Spears. naired were a bold tin type commending them on their appearance.
trial college and was an in-Lester Steward, Willie Stinson, fuel line, a broken battery ca- stand for Federal Aid to Educa- The National Parent-Teacher
structor at Lane college for two,Paulene Swift and John Thomas, hie, a stopped-un carburetor
Meeting will be held June 19-24,
And Terry Turley, Bobby jet, a grounded distributor ro- tion, Youth Corps, and Voter and all PTA's are asked to send
years.
Registration
Bills.
BapWakefield,
Betty
Washington,
plugged
air
tor,
Greater
and a
He is pastor of
intake,
representatives.
tist church and serves on the Charlie Weddle, Herbert Wed- all of which had been carefully A special guest of the conventhe
of
Mrs. M. S. Draper is State
was
the
President
tion
Frenchie
Williamson,
by
die,
Lum
concealed
organizations
company
engiboards of several
Mississippi State Congress, Mrs. President.
in Michigan, and is a frequent Woodard, Jr., Genell Yar- neers,
guest speaker for worship sere- brough and Martin Yarbrough. Second place winners after
repairing their vehicle in two
hours and 33 mie
:nhi
Davis.oterils' wCarl
Richard
.
Calvin Taylor and Horace
Easy, gentle, safe way to get
Slaughter of Booker T. Washa velvet-smooth shave
without the burn and stubble
ineton High school came in
a razor may cause you! Goes
six minutes later — two hours
on like a shave lather, works
and 39 minutes—to finish in
in minutes to remove even
T h e Hanley Elementary The Hanley Chorus will rentough beards ... leaves face
School faculty and pupils will der music on the special occa- Negro Life In Harlem
and neck well-groomed. Used
regularly, clears up bumps, present a Science and Arts Fes- sion. The public is invited. NEW YORK — (U P I) —
Mrs. Beulah Williams is printival, May 16, 17 and 18.
stubble and rash caused by
Harry Belafonte will present a
cipal of the school.
using a razor. One package
There will be room displays
point of view seldom seen
lasts for weeks!
on fairy tales, murals, drawwhen he hosts and produces a
ings, paper sculpture and
television spectacular reflectcrafts done by the children
ing the feeling and the spirit
Medium or
during the year.
of Harlem of the 1920's, The
Full Strength
Sunday, May 16, from 4:00variety special will star Sid6:00 p.m., there will be open
ney Poitier, Sammy Davis, Jr.
Diahann Carroll, Godfrey Cam4riat cood0 house, an exhibition of the
works and a reception.
bridge. George Kirby, Nipsey
Monday, May 17, from 7:45Russell, Gloria Lynn and Joe
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Williams.
9:30 p.m. there will be draPlaywright -poet
matic skits, choral singing and The national council of the Langston Hughes will pen the
DEPILATORY
square dancing performed by Young Men's Christian Associ- script. With a working title of
the children.
ations of the United States plans "The Strolling Twenties," the
Tuesday, May 18, from 9:00- a greater effort during the next production is scheduled for
telecast in the fall.
41:00 a.m., the physical fitness
year to eliminate racial segreFREE Spatula Spreader
program will be carried out. ,
gation in local YMCA's.
In Every Package
The science projects to be
The council, policy-making
displayed by each grade will
show the many areas of body of the YMCA movement, Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORAJEL. Speed-release
science that the children have ended a three-day business formula
puts it to work Inmeeting after adopting a state- stantly to stop throbbing
studied during the year.
supporting civil rights toothache pain,so safe docThe first graders will pre- ment
tiithinti
ecommens It for
legislation and urging local tors
sent a group of choral readYMCA's to go beyond the minings, action songs and poems;
imum requirements of the law.
the third graders will present
a puppet s h o w, "Golden
Pears;" the fourth graders will
present a skit of comical naIme Modern way to condition and ture and the radio show,
isrlos stale and hair. Controls "Blue Willow," that is to be
presented by the sixth graders,
dandruff, too!
Promises to be most enjoyable.

East High Plans Its
Fifth Commencement

•

['dent Mechanics
At BTW Win Trophy

Parents And Teachers
Meet In Chattanooga

LADIES
IF YOU NEED MONEY
WE NEED YOU

WORK IN THE FASHIONABLE
JEWELRY FIELD
WITH SARAH COVENTRY

Must Have High School Education,
Car & Phone

_A

REMOVES YOUR
BEARD WITHOUT
A RAZOR...
WITHOUT STRONG
ODORS!

FOR AN EARLY
INTERVIEW
CALL 946-2129

Hanley Elementary w}.:, h,aitnesha vnedn
To Begin Festival

ROYAL CROWN
SHAVING smug
Powoio
POWDER

NT

•

S'ESC:IP-5(S

GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

Urge YMCA To
Remove Racial
Segregation

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU I
CASH WEEKLY...

•

SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...

TOOTHACHE

THE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER...

ra-jer

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music

f
offrevi
et
7- 01-4

CIDER OR CS'
PURE APPLE

-

VINEGARS

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Fill in this order blank, and start the Defender coming your way weekly.
WE DELIVER THE PAPERS TO YOUR DOOR

Your name

Address

Numbers of papers wanted

Call- 212-1691 - Mr. Pfund

FREE!

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
2184 UNION 462 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

4DVF ansID ifs

LIFE

28-page booklet "Why Didn't Someone Tell
Me About All These Uses for Vinegar?" Handy
tips and recipes. Writes SPAS COMPANY,
2400 Nicholson Arc, Kansas City, AtimmurL

Phone number
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender. Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
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BETTER BUY AT

SPORTS
HORIZON

HERFC
FORD
2450 SUMMER

emphill,

e Jo.

Nelo
Oliver,
ne Ray,
Rhoden,
Payne,
e Town, Annie
leveland.

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

By BILL U1T4

See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

the list
, Harry
Estella
in, Dee:radford,
Dugger,
a Ford,
Joyce
:gy Hall,
rt HenEugene
•is, Leo
Bev
•n, Ph
ed, Lola
t, Levon
Larry
, Cornell
itfield.

MUSTANG

New Fastback
the Mustang
joined
has
2+2(above)
Convertible.
and
Hardtop

NO MONEY
DOWN*

•/) —
million
ring the
g June.
Health

Tredo•ins Accipted

NO MONEY,
DOWN

telephone
averages
•ach perlian non-

TRADE-IN ACCEPTED

Notts

$30.88

M 0.

For LeMoyne Athletes

'64 Falcon
ST

ill in warranty

Notes $46.8 I

per mo.

'62 Mercury

lir

Notes

$37851

per mo.

Golfing With Lil

'59 Olds.
Super -88". Power and air.
Notes
per mo.

$39.08

•

'63 Ford
Like new.
Notes

$34.20 per mo.
IIIIMIIININAM111/11111111

'61 Ford
buy.

Convertible. A real
Ne'tes

$34.20 Per mo.
'61 Ford

Station Wagon. Come, see,
you'll buy.

TE
4

•

Notes

$27.56 per rno.

'62 Rover

$48.14

•••

'59 VW.
Karma Ghia Coupe

Notes $34.20 t7(;.
'60 Simca
Notes

•• Ir

• •

$24.96 ry7.

'61 Fiat
Notes 0 IC

CA

Who puts
true lime flavor
in vodka?
DARK EYES
that's who!

carver And Douglass
Are Still Unbeaten

Liston To Train Before
Some220 TrialJudges

MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE

Like new.
Notes

MELROSE BEATS CATHOLIC with Keltner's third victory of
A late blooming Melrose the evening in the low hurdles
track team hit the apex of its
in a close battle with Hurd.
season by upsetting favored
Catholic for the West Tepnesoo Equally as exciting were the 880
Regional championship last Sat- and mile relays that pitted the
urday night at the Fairgrounds crack foursomes of Douglass
before a very large tournout.
and Oakhaven. After dropping
This is the first time Negro
close race in the prelims, Oakhigh schools have competed in a
the regional eliminations with haven, led by its fast striding
their white counterparts. The anchor man Dave Gary, nipped
Golden Wildcats made the best the 880 relay team of Douglass
of the chance to show its* follow- at the wire in the finals to gain
ers that District Four can hold
its own with any track power some measure of revenge. The
fled Devils made sure there
in this area.
After the morning preliminar- would no catching them in the
ies and field events were corn- mile baton race when tiieir first
pleted Catholic held a 15-11 lead three runners gave anchor man
over Melrose. This was expect- Lorenzo Jones thirty yards head
ed, however, Bobby Smith was start on Gary. Douglass feared
upset in the high jump as the both Gary and highly touted
favorite. Kingsbury's Harry Barry Rene, the fourth man on
Peterson won the event with a the F„ysee four„,,,e. The legs
six feet one and a half inch kap.,
. ran by Zack Simms, Lloyd PhilSmith had a winning jump
lips and Anthony Jones quick
the district of 6-2, tops among ly removed that fear and Dougthe entrants in the regionallass
set a new regional mark in
points
meet. Melrose missed two
the mile relay with a 3:23.1
in the long jump when the clocking.
meet's top performer, Steve Other records chalked up were
Keltner of Memphis University
Reno's 440 in ':49.1, and a treSchool, came from behind on
4
/
mendous heave of 169 feet 91
his final jump to edge Ricky
in the discuss by George
inches
Tate with a record breaking
Bone of Catholic. The two top
leap of 23 feet.
I,E MOYNE ATHLETES HONORED — LeMoyne College
relay finishers and first three
and cross-country, and James Sandridge, best bustler,
Melrose outfought Catholic in places in the individual events
and the LeMoyne Alumni Club of Memphis honored the
basketball. Standing, left to right, four basketball stars who
he finals, counting two first- qualify for the state championncollege's athletes last week at an annual athletic banquet.
have played four years at LeMoyne: Paul Lowery, Jimmy
places to none for the Terriers ships to be held Saturday at the
Kneeling, left to right: Sidney Weathers, most valuable
Charlton, Monroe Currin and James Gordon.
or a 28-23 victory. The record Fairgrounds. With IIurd's 9.8
In basketball; Milton Mack, best all-round athlete, track
tying 43.3 440-yard relay time 100-yard dash victory, second
posted by Melrose's Marvin places in the low hurdles and
SMITH SIGNS
of this matter but we can list
Randle, James Rowan, Tate and 220 accounting for most of the' The announced grant-in-aid it as one of the peculiarities of
Willie Dawson brought the win- points, Manassas came in third signing to attend Tennessee the recruiting game.
ners within striking distance. with 18 markers
Tech by basketball star Bobby
PEACE PIPE PASSED
Both contenders were very
Smith caused Memphis State, LeMoyne had its athletic banMELROSE MENTOR
the
for
much in contenttion
who also sought the services quet last week and from all inOPTIMISTIC
crown with only three events
After his squad had copped of the Melrose eager, to with- dications the administration has
880,
the
remaining on the card.
honors in the district Melrose draw its offer. Smith apparently made peace with the athletic
220 and the mile relay,
Jesse Wilburn was well was unaware that the TPI sign- department. Coach Jerry John
coach
Catholic
880
the
Going into
aware of the fact that Catholic ng would prevent him from son had nothing but praise for Lehloyne's annual
had
it
knew
but
23-21
ahead
was
athletic Monroe Currin, James Gordon,
was the team to beat. Coach changing his mind if he still the way Dr. Hollis Price and the banquet last week,
highlighted Paul Lowery and Jimmy Charlto score in this event or lose
Wilburn had modestly given his wanted to attend MSU. TI'l was LeMoyne faculty has cooperated by
since
220
the
in
sure
presentation
for
of
awards to ton in
the lead
Melrose thinclads a chance at one of the schools visited by with the sports program. Herebasketball, and Milton
basketball and track performers
speed merchant Dawson could
Smith.
his
coach
his
in
to-fore
Johnson,
of
shy
one
fell
Mack in track. Several players
He
points.
29
timely
by
address
a
and
be counted on for at least secCharles were presented
prediction while Catholic, which Coach Dean Elhers of MSU subt'a way, would annually at
jackets.
'Bo' Spearman, attracted nearond place in the furlong. As it
had been sized up for a said that the school was with- these awards fetes reserve
Special awards went to Mack
well-wishers.
200
ly
turned out unheralded James also
drawing its offer as a matter of some choice words to give Prespossible 29, was six off.
Mr. Spearman, one of I.e. best all-around athlete- James
Rodgers ran away from the field
couldn't policy. We may not hear the endiident Price the business.
Moyne's all-time athletic greats Sandridge, best hustler in gaso take first place in the 880 The Melrose mentor
of
prognosis
is baseball coach at Arkansas ketball, and Sidney Weathers, a
with. a remarkable 1:58.1. Cath- be reached for his
this
AM & N College in Pine Bluff. freshman, most valuable basolic was shut out despite enter- this week's state meet. So
and
limb
He starred in football and bas- ketball player.
ng three half milers. This fail- week I'll get on the
excellent
an
ketball at LeMoyne and was an The LeMoyne Alumni Club of
ure sealed the doom for the Ter- give Melrose
could
All-America selection
three Memphis presented plaques to
riers. Dawson gave Melrose the chance at 25 points which
isthe
decide
to
years in a row in the late 30's. he five four-year men and to
title when he pulled away from be good enough
Wolfe
Cornell
Mrs.
By
outstandsome
take
He also was head coach at Coach Johnson.
William- Hurd of Manassas to sue. It will
ing performances to prevent
LeMoyne in the early 40's. Ile The Club presented a speilal
win the 220 in :21.7.
heavily
scoring
from
Melrose
DOUGLASS, OAKHAVEN
was accompanied to the ban- plaque to Robert Ratcliffe Sr.,
ATTENTION ALL GOLFERS:
in the high jump, long jump,
DUEL
quet by his wife, the former public relations officer and
dashes.
be
will
Club
Golf
the
of
day
play
Qualls
first
Sam
The
220
and
100
relay,
Miss Margaret Herndon.
The large crowd was thrilled 440
alumni executive secretary, for
Sunday, May 23, at 3 p.m. at the Fuller golf course when the LeMoyne Coach Jerry C. the role he has played in pubplayed.
Calcutta
will he
club's first Scotch Foursome and
Johnson awarded blankets and licizing the college and its athThis will be a double event as it is a drive to invite all letters to five four-year men — letic program.
old members to return to the fold along with new members
Play will consist of 9 holes.
PRIZES
A special invitation goes out to the new lady golfers of
the city to come and join the fun of the Scotch Foursome. Bring
a playing partner or play with some of the many available
partners that will be there. Nine prizes will be given.
After the golfing fun a cocktail will follow. You are expected to ask your friends to join you.
Far away fairways are beckoning many Memphis golfers.
Carver and Douglass will be contests without a defeat.
The list is growing for the tournament in St. Louis May 29-30.
Douglass righthander George
Last count found Robert Crawford, St., Bridges, Pyles, Willie shooting for perfect seasons this
And wild cherry and orange
Willis faced only 23 batters as
and grape and lemon and
Hill, Elton Grandberry, Mason, West Dollar Sanders, Bubba week in windup games of the he scattered four hits enroute
mint,too. each added to the
Jeter, Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., registering and the number is Prep League season. Douglass to a 3-0 whitewashing of Woodworld's finest vodka. Just
still climbing.
scored a pair of shutouts over stock. Larry Wellington didn't
pour over It* add a mixer
it you with, and anise.
'Woodstock and Mt. Pisgah lastiget much hitting support from
week to cinch the Division Two his mates but Douglass took adDARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
vantage of some key miscues
championship. Carver clobbered
7$ PROOF • PRIPAPED AND SOTTLIDE•
to score an easy 5-0 victory over
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO, CLERMONT, en
14-2 for the Division One title. Mt. Pisgah. Alfred Page banged
The Douglass wins give the out two of the three Douglass
Red Devils a 9-0 season record hits.
with one game remaining. Car- Melrose used the big bat of
Harry Turner, who homered and
POLAND SPRING, Maine — (UPI) — Former ver has only a tie with Mitchell singled twice, to down Woodnine stock 10-7 in a wild slugfest.
heavyweight boxing champion Sonny Liston may Road to mar its record of
Woodstock rallied for four runs
break out in a rash when he discovers he will train
Forte presided at the hearing in the seventh before Melrose
for his coming title fight with Cassius Clay in the last week in Boston on Suffolk choked off the uprising. In other
whipped
Washington
presence of 220 trial judges.
Ccunty Dist. Atty. Garrett H. games
Liston, who is no stranger to would remain at his present Byrne's petition to bar the Mitchell, Lester edged Melrose
a courtroom, Is scheduled to training camp in Dedham, fight. In the midst of the litiga- and Geeter and Bertrand playof the fight ed to a draw.
355 Beale St.
JA 6-9%3 fight Cassius Clay for the Mass., at lea.A until next week- Don, the promoters
said they had had enough, i PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
heavyweight crown on may 25 end.)
DIVISION I
picked up stakes and moved the
in Lewiston, 10 miles away.
W L T per.
Saul Feldman, owner of the Feldman said New England match to the more hospitable
Carver
8 0 I L000
Poland Springs Hotels, said trial jtrtibes will hold their an- climate of Lewisten.
11 :; o
.667
When Liston sets up camp at Hamilton
SuzclEy that Liston will move nual convention at tha resort
;
:
.500
his trzining camp to the Poland May 20 to 23 and Massachu- Poland Sp,-ing, he will be the Bertrand
Washington I 5 0 .444
Spring Resor,.
setts Superior Court justice Fe- Irtest in a long line of notables
.333
1: 6i 1
Geeter
(Litton's trainer, Willie Red- lixe Forte will likely be among who have stayed at the 89-year
.125
1 7 1
Mitchell
old Spa.
dish, said the ex-champion those attending.
DIVISION II
WLT PCP.
9 0 0 1.000
Douglass
.750
6 2 0
Manassas
.473
3 4 0
Lester
.375
3 5 0
Melrose
.286
Mt. Pisgah 2 5 0
Woodstock 0 8 0 .000

200 kttend Dinner

162 Ford
Many extras.
per
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Up fo 36 Mos.
On Above
Will Trade For
Anything of Value
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The best in liquors:
Vodka

Bourbon

Wine -

Scotch

Gin -

1411b

Mixed or Whole-cosos

Priced at a saving

Here's an easy solution on how to ease the
"bite" on your income when it comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payback consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
during the week.

RHYTHM
BIRTH CONTROL
CAN'T
REMEMBER
DATES?
WWII'MAY Re NMI OWN PERSOULREI

GYNO-CALENDAR

HERFF FORD

4adif.4 Tfulaed

2450 SUMMER
PHONE 458-1151

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE

*If You Qualify

1

CASH FAST!

BIG
BILLS?

Beale St. at 4th St.

Easy
T.
Repay

Fast
Service

FINANCE COMPANY

wrote

• 152 MADISON
Phone 525-7611
• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581

• SIMPLE ItKONAIINI
MORO IN• Wei 5 ••••••••)
• Naos IPn5N EDIPWIEL MUM
OOOOOOLE
.5P,lovii Er WOWS Moe
CtIRITDEN
• mewl PLAINNINI Damao 'NW
In FIER
•
. Spit PER IIHRISSINT 1111ININE
INCLOSE TWO DOLL•1111 AND MA,* Tel

GYNO-LABORATORIIS
sox no, anetweroeto. wawa.

httre I li

DEFENDER

African Pavilion Is
'Must' At World Fair
NEW YORK CITY—With the
distinction of being one of the
few pavilions in full scale operation on opening day 1965,
African Pavilion of the
U
New York World's Fair has

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

AL CONVENIENT
IMF LOCATIONS
•.WN(121 FOLKS MU YOU
OFT PRWRENTIal.
viCE

Fla. Finds That Mixing Junior
Colleges Saves State Maley

already established it, reputa- wliwn are natives of the respection as a "must" or all Fair tiVe countries.
visitors.
The exhibits provide a wealth
The chanting songs of the Zu- of little known historical facts
lu dancers can be heard
and the hosts teach visitors a
throughout the Pavilion and
their pounding feet and colorful few phrases peculiar to each
costumes can be seen from four country. All of the free Indeof the six rooms in the Tree pendent nations of Africa are
represented.
House Restaurant.
Lions, lounging contentedly
This resteurant, whose mean
fcztures nrolv dishes, is fash- in their cages under the watchioned within the hollow o' a tot eyes of traivers, are unrehuge tree and is modeled diet sponsive to the calls of the
the Tree Rouse Restaurant in eager, wide e.,ed children. DeAf.ica, although its seating Witt Yates, president of 'he Af- QUEEN OF
capacity makes it somewhat rican Pavilion, announced that Miss Debris EMMANUEL —
Townsend, daugh"Suzie" the popular giraffe
larger than the original.
from last season, will again be ter of Mrs. Earline Townsend
The art objects and a picback at the p vilion this year. of 234-M Ayers, was recently
torial history of each country,
Last year, "Suzie" was the crowned qui.sen of Emmanuel
24 African nations, may be
Baptist church. She is a stufound in the compound setting delight of the children, who fed dent at Manassas
High School,
of the pavilion. These exhibits her from ths windows of the belongs
to the youth choir, and
are manned by students, most of Tavilion's Tree .,:ouse Restaurant. But she we so moth ske Is a member of the Junior

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
.41111161.111Wolorommisetwor:wwwwwwwalliallallatailkett4›....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Putname County ran a separate colkge for Negroes for
three ye.us, and Breward op-

— Florida counties are quietly Gibbs, and it also had a few largest, provided integrated fa. eated one for two years. Now
merging their sepal ate public- white teachers.
cilities km, the day it opened they have merged with their rejunior colleges for whites and
Actually, some Negroes are, in 1960. Broward, Lee, Mane-1,9Pective white institutions.
Negroes and

have discontinued
setting up new Negro institu- attending most of the white
tions for reportedly substantial colleges, even in counties with
two institutions. All the schools
long-range financial savings.
The savings won't show in have signed forms indicating
the form of smaller appropriat- they are complying with the
tions for the junior college sys- civil rights law.
Stmpd. Add. Envelope. Give Birth dates.
tem, because enrollments are
County school officials were
rising so fast that the 1965 leg- reluctant to discuss it, but loMy PERSONAL Attention to all questions.
islature will be asked to es- cal administrators have long
tablish several new ones and been planning for the
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Gebhart
day
enlarge existing facilities.
wren a single co:lege would
The request was for $84.5 mil- serve all the students and proRt. #2 Dept. T.S.D.
lion for buildings, but the bud- vision of integration
facilities
Zanesville, Ohio 43701
get commission recommended predated the Civil Rights act.
only $33 million. For operations, The integration has been
quiet
the commission proposed near- and received little publicity.
CASH or MONEY ORDER
ly twice the currert spending
Dade County, the state a
for a total of $46.5 million for
the biennitnn.
There will, however, be hard
savings in buildings money and
in salaries for fewer administrative personnel and faculty at
Daughter of Elks. Mrs. Velma combined institutions.
gained 400 PoundsThe state currently has 28
., visit lc the African Pavili- Reedus was her sponsor. Rev.
1 allows one to view a free W. E. Ragsdale is pastor of colleges, of which nine are predoniinantly Negro. One opens in
showing of a motion picture, the church.
Monroe in the fall.
Africa in Motion," which
Counties with two statepresents, in color, the un- churches — in lb miliine'ens.
publicized progress being made There is never a dull moment supported junior colleges are
in this underdeveloped contin- at the African Pavilion with Bay, Escambia, Jackson, Madient
21 shows a day. Michael Olitun- son, Palm Beach, Marion, St.
oereral screenings have been ji, noted Nigerian-born Afro- Lucie, Volusia and Lake Sumheld for social, church and civ- Jazz recording star and his ter. However, Lake Sumter's
il rights leaders who have group, which includes African advisory committee has recomIf beer, Scotch,vodka
praised the film highly. Yates dancers, acil to the color and mended that the two be combined as of July 1.
announced that the magnificent authenticity of the Pavilion.
aren't
fun anymore...
Although
state funds support
color Um, only 13 minutes in
Olatunji has recorded several
length and narrated by Actor best seller albums in the U.S. Ihe two-year institutions, they
Ossie Davis, will be made avail- for Columbia records and Rou- are operkted by county school
boards which also put money inable for loan to groups and tette.
to the facilities.
The recent combining of
Gibbs and St. Petersburg Junior colleges marked the third
Negro junior college to be
Seagram's V.0. It does for you,,
merged with a white college.
what no other whisky can.
Gibbs will be used as an ad
Defines smooth once and for all.
ditional center, but d will have
the same administration. White
Light? Of course.
students have always attended

7-QUESTIONS-$2.00

Vol.

• •

Try the whisky
you can live with.

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

Floor Models Reduced
'100u°

Martini Men prefer

Crisp, London Dry

Gilbey's
Gin-- ----

iVA

1264 GETWELL Open Nites 'Til 9 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611

Seagram's
Canadian

Estimate

At the end of this century
one out of three World War
Two veterans now living will
still be alive; and three out of
four Korean Conflict veterans
will still be living, the VA estimates.

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

cm

Autos For Sale
CADILLAC 1954
4 DOOR SEDAN
• Power Steering — Brakes
• Good Condition

LINNAY GAS TABLETS
give prompt relief this new
way. They combine six pow-

erful ingredients for quick,
convenient relief.
Send $1.00 wrth your name
ono address to

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
740 UNION AVE
527-2664

LINNAY PHARMACEUTICALS

NUE

143 Avon Ave. Newark, N.J.
You will receive your

package immediately.

USED CAR DEPT.

1961 CHEVROLET
1965 CORVAIR
1963 CHEVY II
1963 CHEVROLET
1960 OLDSMOBILE
1964 CHEVROLET
1960 CHEVROLET
1963 CHEVY II

4 Door, V -B, Straight Transmission, Radio, Heater
Factory Air-Conditioned.
2 to Choose From, Both areMonza's, One
4 Door, One
Two Door, Still In Factory Warranty.
Wagon, 6 Cylinder, Automatic,
Fully Equipped,
2 Door.
Bel Air 4-door. V-8, Automatic Trans. A tine
quality
car at low economy price.
88 Station Wagon. Factory Air, Power Steering
and Brakes,
Tinted Glass. Beautiful White with Red Vinyl
interior.
Double barrel sharp.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop. V-8, Automatic
Transmission,
(4 to Choose From)
Impala 4-Door Sport Sedan, Power Brakes, Radio Heater, Power Stern. Tinted Glass, Paded Dash. This one
has it all, 33,000 One Owner miles ONLY
2 Door Sedan, 6 Cylinder, Straight Transm. Good
Tires,
Excellent Condition thru out 20 miles per gallon

NEED MONEY?

$1195
$2495
$1595
s1495
$1195
52195
$1395
$1095

Solve Your Problems •
With 3 Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
approx.
Cosh Yost

6.1I 500.00
S1,000.00

$1,500.00
$2,000.00.....
$2,500.00
45,000.00

Mo.
Paymonts
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
34.$0
$ 45.50
S 56.20

$110.32

Be Wise! Choose
4

State Sayings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial JA 6.0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A BAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION_
1953 PLYMOUTH

'245

6 Cylinder. Straight Trans., Solid Transportation, Nearly New Tires.

1953 STUDEBAKER

'249

2 Door Hardtop. 6 Cylinder, Straight Trans.,
Over 20 Miles Per Gallon on Gas

_1951 BUICK

'395

4 Door Sedan, V-8, Autom. Good Quality
all the way.

$643

4-door, 6 Cylinder, Nary Blue and Very
Good,
Cond., Good Tires

1959 BUICK

$595

Lesabra. 4 Door

1960 FORD

'595

Falcon, 2 Door, 6 Cy'inder, Siva. Transm.,
Real Economy In A Small Car.

1956 CHEVROLET 4-Door, V-8, Autom., Excellent Condition

$395

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY
4-Doer, Sedan, Beautiful Red & White, Excellent
General Condition, V-8, Autom., Fine Family Car.

$495

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your Nowa
Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 31!
We will be happy to
publish it 41 your
"feste" Of Any

charges.

I Help Wanted
IP EM ALE HELP B AN 1 El/
Attractive, intelligent, alert; representative for Chicago agency, 17 No.
Stote St., Salts 1320. Chicago 2, 111,

• Good Tires

• Price $350.
MU 3-6822
For sale or swap Dodge Car for Diamond or what have you, the value. —
308-4618
$1960 Suber 88 Oldsmobile 4-0 Sedan
Full power. •Ir-cond., on* owner
Call 397-1647

HOME FOR SALE
For Sale by Owner, Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fieldstone Home. Larger
Corner Lot, Fenced back Yard. Come
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
9464532.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Houses For Sale
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DRN •
Modern. Est in kitchen. Plus
zar port. $450 down; includes
closing cost. Approximation,
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$72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
Call Mrs. ila ber 51 artenn,

3P8 6618. Mrs. Lealo Hendon.
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.

Salesmen
and
saleswom
wanted to sell retail advertisHOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30 Two bedrooms, living room and
per cent cortract commission dining room combination.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
on the dollar.

•

El GI., PLUS CLOSING
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
'236 South Wellington Street Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452 3146
Memphis, Tenn.

Furn. For Sale
PEWS FOR SALE
30 peas. 12 foot In length
398-5836 or 398-6610

SE FOR SALE
Lakeview Gardens
Beautiful three bedroom Mick, living
and dining room combination, fireplace, one and a half bath, eat in
kitchen, all electric. Large closets.
double carport. FHA appraisal, GI or
FHA loan. Call Mr. George C. Williams — 398-5173 or 327-2086 —
heating.
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING Central str-cOndltIoned and
Southlaod Realty Co.
OR TYPING. WRITE TO SOX 1941,
WM/LYON SA LAM. N.C. ENCLOSE
STAMPED SELF-A 1)111ttk.SSED kINRAMONA, SPRINGDALE
vICLOPE OR 10c COIN FOR REPLY. 1003

Maids, Guaranteed Good New
York Live-In Jobs, $35-$55
MUST SETTLE ESTATE, weekly fare advanced. Harold
WILL SACRIFICE BEDROOM Employment Agency, Dept, 22,
SUITE, LEATHER ROCKER, Lynbrook, New York.

KITCHEN CABINETS, PORCELAIN TOP TAB% E AND
CHAIRS, REFRIGERATOR, 2
PDRCH CHAIRS, 2 CHILL
area. Early American brick,
CHASER. WILL BE SHOWN
Light assembly work to do at painted light green, white trim,
FRI., SAT., SUN. PT 1177 home.
Crestline Co. 68 421 Com- black shutters, boxwood shrubMErISSIPPI AVE. FROM 9
mercial. Cathedral City Calif. bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
TO 4.
$11,775 with $375 down or as683 5641
PRINTERS WANTED sume loan for $1,600. Open for
inspection. BR 5-4296.
(Male and Female)
Linotype
Store For Sale
operators,
proofreaders and floormen. Only exGROCERY STORE
perienced personnel should apFOR SALE — BY OWNER
ply. Mite, Personnel Dept. c-o
1326 Florida St. WH 2 5886 Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
G & S Food Store
Michigan Ave., Chicago 30616,
Large double stoie—Excel- Illinois,
lent location. Good terms to

reliable Apts. For Rent

responsible a n d
person. For appointment
call Mrs. Georgia Smith
Wil 2 5886

Special Services

1960 CHEV

1957 DESOTA

lassified Ads. .

GAS PAINS
just made for this purpose?

4

WASIAK WHISKY-A SCIPIO OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SI% YEARS OLD. 1313.8 PROOF. SCACRALIDISTILLERS CO..
N.Y.C.

Are You Troubled WM
due to hyperacidity and acid
indigestion? Why use those
same old Ant-acid tablets?
Why not try something new

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN • PO PROOF • 100% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W & A
OILED% LTD. • DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS `ROUTS COMPANY
NEW YORK

•

tee, Columbia, Polk and Okaloess and Monroe never did
provide separate colleges. Lee
planned one, but abandoned the
idea before the sliool opened.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7.6033
Help Wanted
100 MAIDS NICY.OED NOW
Hiahost. salaries. No waiting to mart
Work. No experience needed. N
borne/se. Solo) own room will.
ies girt
aii,e1
Per, •nviinree
Seal neme ann
MOM /OW. riienti•
phone nointier St reel WWI Mime lwely
•151.5 RAIDS AitENEY
Ifts N. 141•In Street
Freeport N. Y.
MA IDS, GUAR- 414214:10Y YORE
PER WE.
1.4 LIN JUNIN.
FARE ADVANCED.
FLIROLD
AlIENUE
BOK SI
LYNBROOK. Nr. T.

asser.oshlIENT

volt RENT
Newly Derr.eted Apartment.
1086 South Bellevuo
across horn tutor e blanch of IJ,,I.
ele.nter
Hank.
owe.
Sepel•tri
rimed. ellipnit. floor finance beat. hit
child,en.
VIM Month
Call 501.1115
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 111711 SEAL STREET SA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
EPST162-164-111
EIN BEALE
,0
ST. 11
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale .stA
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450

•
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